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Executive Summary 

 

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is a non-profit federal power marketer1 based in the Pacific 

Northwest (PNW). Although BPA is part of the U.S. Department of Energy, it is self-funding and covers 

its costs by selling its products and services at cost-based rates. BPA’s principal mandate is to market the 

power generated from 31 federal hydroelectric projects with combined installed capacity of 22.5 GW, one 

non-federal nuclear plant (the Columbia Generating Station in Hanford, WA) and several small non-federal 

power plants. BPA provides about 28% of the electric power used in the Northwest and operates and 

maintains about three-quarters of the high-voltage transmission network in its service territory.2  

 

A major challenge facing BPA is a recent pattern of cost escalation and increasing rates that are diverging 

from a general trend of decreasing market prices, as shown in Figure 1. Since 2011, market prices in the 

Pacific Northwest3 have dipped below BPA firm power rates after being on average 50% higher during the 

previous decade. Today, BPA’s firm rates are $37.4/MWh, compared to prevailing all-hours market prices 

of around $23/MWh. While BPA’s rates are not perfectly comparable with wholesale market prices, due to 

additional load balancing and ancillary services that BPA provides its priority firm customers (attributes 

which are priced in), the growing divergence of prices poses a sustainability problem for BPA. This creates 

an incentive for market participants to rely on short-term energy purchases rather than on long-term BPA 

contracts that are designed to meet the net requirements of BPA customers. Under this dynamic, priority 

customers may not resubscribe for firm power with BPA when current long-term contracts expire in 2028. 

 
Figure 1 

BPA Firm Power Rates and Wholesale Market Prices in the PNW4 
$/MWh 

  
 

The decrease in wholesale market power prices relates to recent dramatic changes to the energy industry 

taking place not only in the Pacific Northwest, but across the country. These secular changes include 

sustained low natural gas prices (traditionally the marginal fuel that sets power prices) and the increasing 

penetration of solar and wind resources (which have reduced the cost to serve load at times of high 

                                                           
1 A power marketer is a wholesale power company that has registered with the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission to buy power at wholesale prices and sell the power to other marketers or public entities.  
2 Bonneville Power Administration, 2017 Annual Report, November 2017. 
3 Throughout this paper, Mid-Columbia prices have been used as a proxy for the Pacific Northwest, per interview 
with Stephen Gaube on February 23, 2018. 
4 Bonneville Power Administration, Strategic Plan 2018-2023, January 2018. 
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renewable output). Moreover, unprecedented low electricity demand growth of below 1% per year5 is 

increasingly leading to surplus generation conditions. For example, the Pacific Northwest is expected to 

meet peak demand through to 2030 exclusively through energy efficiency measures.6 

 

Given that BPA provides access to such a large amount of reliable and carbon-free electricity, it seems 

paradoxical that BPA’s flexible generation would not stand to benefit from the new direction of the 

electricity industry. This paper investigates the reasons why BPA is constrained from reaping the rewards of 

its large hydroelectric fleet. In addition, we provide recommendations for initiatives to pursue in the next 

18-24 months that would improve Bonneville’s competitive position and help mitigate some of the 

problems identified. In particular, we have focused on market design improvements that can have revenue 

enhancing potential in the context of BPA’s operational constraints. 

 

We broadly categorize the constraints facing BPA into two groups: policy & market design constraints and 

technical constraints. Our approach has been to diagnose the nature of these constraints through expert 

interviews with generation, transmission, energy trading, and market design specialists, supplemented by 

industry and academic research to isolate the binding constraints. Addressing these limiting factors has the 

potential to support system operations and provide economic benefits across the Pacific Northwest.  

 

Our recommendations include: 

 

Addressing Policy and Market Design Constraints 

▪ Progress the development of appropriate flexibility products with the California Independent System 

Operator (CAISO) 

▪ Join the Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) 

▪ Promote scheduling harmonization 

▪ Carbon pricing in the Pacific Northwest 

 

Addressing BPA-Specific Technical Constraints 

▪ Appraise and improve the flexibility of BPA’s flexible hydro assets 

▪ Rationalize legacy transmission contracts 

▪ Gain clarity on actual constraints posed by statutory obligations 

▪ Optimize inventory on an intertemporal basis 

 

We assessed these options against the criteria of potential revenue enhancement, cost reduction, emissions 

reduction, and political feasibility. The first two criteria are relevant to ensure BPA’s continued financial 

sustainability and power rates advantage regardless of market developments or fluctuations. The third 

criterion related to emissions reduction is important in the context of BPA’s mission of environmental 

stewardship and its regional location. Pacific Northwest states, particularly Washington and Oregon, have 

the lowest carbon intensity of the energy supply,7 while California, the largest energy importer in the West,8 

has the most aggressive emissions-reduction regulations affecting the power sector. Lastly, political 

                                                           
5 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2018, February 2018. 
6 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Seventh Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan, February 2016. 
7 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Energy-Related Carbon Dioxide Emissions by State, January 2018. 
8 Western Electricity Coordinating Council, 2017 State of the Interconnection, July 2017. 
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feasibility is crucial in evaluating the ability to execute our recommendations. Figure 2 summarizes our 

recommendations and their impact according to the four criteria described above. 

 

Our recommendations attempt to balance BPA’s existing contractual arrangements and operational norms 

with a shift to a system that employs the principles of security-constrained economic electricity dispatch to 

maximize cost efficiency. In light of this, we view the pursuit of new pricing mechanisms to incentivize 

flexibility as the most compelling option for BPA in the near-term, given its strong revenue enhancement 

potential and BPA’s ability to actively participate in this process. 

 
Figure 2 
Assessing Recommendations 

 CRITERIA 

 Revenue 
Enhancement 

Cost 
Reduction 

Emissions 
Reduction 

Political  
Feasibility 

POLICY & MARKET DESIGN 

New Flexibility Products with CAISO High N/A Medium High 

Join the EIM High High High 
Contingent on 

governance 

Scheduling Harmonization Medium N/A N/A Low 

Carbon Pricing in the Northwest High N/A High 
State initiatives in 

progress 

TECHNICAL 

Appraise and Improve Flexibility of 
BPA’s Assets 

Contingent on 
finding markets 

Low N/A High 

Rationalize Legacy Transmission 
Contracts 

Medium 
Could delay new 
trans. investment 

N/A Low 

Gain Clarity on Statutory Obligations N/A Low N/A High 

Optimize Inventory High High High Medium 

 
 

As a long-term solution, joining the Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) under an independent 

governance structure would give BPA the flexibility to balance real-time customer demands using least-cost 

resources from the bulk power trading market, as well as lead to enhanced utilization of BPA’s transmission 

infrastructure. While the benefits associated with BPA joining the EIM would be limited by the fact that 

only a small portion of total system transactions are made in real-time, such a move would represent a 

positive step towards a system which utilizes security-constrained economic dispatch9 (SCED) to maximize 

the efficiency of the transmission network.  

  

                                                           
9 Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) is a mathematical model to generate the most economic 
generation dispatch while considering key system operation constraints, such as power balance constraint, reserve 
requirement constraints, transmission security constraints, as well as generation limitations, such as ramp rates, 
minimum and maximum output levels. 
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1. Introduction to the Bonneville Power Administration 

 

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is a federal power marketer10 based in the Pacific Northwest. 

Although BPA is part of the U.S. Department of Energy, it is self-funding and covers its costs by selling its 

products and services at cost-based rates. BPA is the largest federal power marketing agency in terms of 

generation capacity. 

 

BPA’s principal mandate is to market the power generated from 31 federal hydroelectric projects, one non-

federal nuclear plant (the Columbia Generating Station at Hanford, WA) and several small non-federal 

power plants. BPA provides about 28% of the electric power used in the Northwest and operates and 

maintains about three-quarters of the high-voltage transmission in its service territory,11 about 15,000 miles 

of transmission lines.12 BPA’s territory includes Idaho, Oregon, Washington, western Montana and small 

parts of eastern Montana, California, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming. Figure 3 shows the extent of BPA’s 

service territory, as well as its transmission system and federal dams. 
 

Figure 3 
BPA Service Territory and Transmission System13 

 

 

The federal dams in the Columbia River system are owned and operated by two other federal agencies, the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. BPA markets the power from these 

dams and is one of several federal agencies that makes decisions about how the Federal Columbia River 

Power System (FCRPS) is operated. The FCRPS includes not only federal generation resources, but also 

the BPA transmission system. 

 

The hydro projects in the FCRPS were authorized by Congress as multipurpose projects for irrigation, 

navigation, flood control, domestic and industrial water supply, and recreation.14 In the 1990s, providing 

conditions for healthy fish populations also became a principal goal of the system. These unique water use 

constraints mean that power generation is a by-product of the operation of the system during some months 

of the year when other requirements take precedence. 

                                                           
10 A power marketer is a wholesale power company that has registered with the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission to buy power at wholesale prices and sell the power to other marketers or public entities.  
11 Bonneville Power Administration, 2017 Annual Report, November 2017. 
12 Public Power Council, A Guide to the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
13 Bonneville Power Administration, Quick Facts, March 2017. 
14 Public Power Council, A Guide to the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
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BPA is committed to cost-based rates, and public and regional preference in its marketing of power. These 

mandates are described in greater detail under the Statutory Considerations section. BPA sets its rates to 

recover all its costs in full, including repayment of the federal investment in the FCRPS. Under BPA’s U.S. 

Treasury payment probability standard, BPA establishes rates sufficient to maintain a level of financial 

reserves and achieve a 95% probability of making all of BPA’s scheduled U.S. Treasury payments during a 

two-year rate period.15 

 

The BPA rate process is unique because the BPA Administrator makes the final decision regarding rates. A 

required Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)16 review is limited to whether BPA’s rates are 

based on its systems costs and will generate sufficient revenue to pay principal and interest on its borrowing 

from the U.S. Treasury. In the case of transmission rates, the review also considers whether costs are 

allocated equitably between federal and non-federal users. FERC can approve or reject, but not amend 

BPA’s rates filings.17 

 

  

                                                           
15 Bonneville Power Administration, 2017 Annual Report, November 2017. 
16 The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is an independent agency that regulates the interstate 
transmission of natural gas, oil, and electricity. 
17 Public Power Council, A Guide to the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
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2. Relevant History 

 

The interplay between western energy markets, the Pacific Northwest, and the Bonneville Power 

Administration (BPA) is the result of a long and complex history unique to the electricity industry in the 

Northwest. It is necessary to be broadly familiar with this history to understand the constraints that restrict 

the operation of the Federal Columbia River Power System (FCRPS) today and that inform BPA’s mandate 

in the region. The following chapter sets the stage for the administrative context in which BPA operates 

and explains the historical considerations behind today’s market structures. 

 

The construction of hydroelectric dams in the Columbia River basin can be traced back to the 1930s. At 

that time, during the Great Depression, President Franklin Roosevelt strongly advocated for the 

construction of hydroelectric dams in many of the nation’s river basins. This would provide electricity to 

rural residents and businesses and irrigation to farms, in addition to jobs during construction.18 The first 

dam constructed on the Columbia River was the Bonneville dam near Portland, completed in 1938.19 In the 

year prior, the U.S. Congress passed the Bonneville Project Act, which set out the principle that the newly-

created agency marketing power from these federal dams should give preference to public utilities and 

cooperatives when it marketed electricity.20 This “public preference” still exists today and is a critical 

element in discussions around increasing inter-regional energy sales. The new agency was intended to be 

temporary until a regional power authority could be created, akin to the Tennessee Valley Authority, but a 

Columbia Valley Authority never was created. The Bonneville Power Project was renamed the Bonneville 

Power Administration in 1940. 

 

BPA started taking steps shortly after its creation to link its lines with regional utilities to better distribute 

the large amounts of available hydropower and assure more stable and reliable power sources to 

households and industries. BPA determined that it would sell power as a bloc, instead of piecemeal to the 

region’s complicated array of competing utilities.21 The first impetus for linking together many of the 

region’s public and private lines was the construction of the massive Grand Coulee dam in 1941. The 

second impetus was World War II, during which cheap hydroelectric power become a national security 

issue to support the war effort, especially the production of aluminum. In 1941, six investor-owned utilities 

and BPA formed the Northwest Power Pool (NWPP), with the goal of pooling electricity to support 

system reliability.22 In 1942, the War Production Board issued directions for mandatory power pooling. The 

1945 BPA annual report estimated that 66% of energy deliveries went directly to war-related industries.23 

The NWPP still exists today (having been formalized in 1995)24 and the organization continues to set 

reliability criteria and policies for the region in accordance with those set by the North American Electric 

Reliability Corporation (NERC) and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC).25 

 

                                                           
18 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, BPA History. Available at 
https://www.nwcouncil.org/history/BPAHistory.  
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Jim Kershner, The Northwest Power Pool – A High Voltage Story of Cooperation in the Utility Industry, 2017. 
22 Northwest Power Pool, NWPP Corporation Description, 2013. Available at 
https://www.usea.org/sites/default/files/event-/NWPP_Corporation.pdf. 
23 Jim Kershner, The Northwest Power Pool – A High Voltage Story of Cooperation in the Utility Industry, 2017. 
24 Northwest Power Pool, NWPP Corporation Description, 2013. Available at 
https://www.usea.org/sites/default/files/event-/NWPP_Corporation.pdf. 
25 Northwest Power Pool, NWPP Processes and Procedures, May 2014. Available at 
http://www.nwpp.org/documents/OC/OC-Supported-Public/NWPP-Processes-and-Procedures-10-25-2010-
update-05292014.pdf. 

https://www.nwcouncil.org/history/BPAHistory
https://www.usea.org/sites/default/files/event-/NWPP_Corporation.pdf
https://www.usea.org/sites/default/files/event-/NWPP_Corporation.pdf
http://www.nwpp.org/documents/OC/OC-Supported-Public/NWPP-Processes-and-Procedures-10-25-2010-update-05292014.pdf
http://www.nwpp.org/documents/OC/OC-Supported-Public/NWPP-Processes-and-Procedures-10-25-2010-update-05292014.pdf
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In the decades after 1938, twenty more dams were built on the Columbia and Snake Rivers and their 

tributaries, as well as ten smaller dams on the Willamette and Rogue Rivers. The dams were to be 

constructed and operated by either the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 

with their power output marketed by BPA. By the late seventies, BPA was marketing power from 31 dams 

in the Pacific Northwest, the same dams it oversees today. 

 

In 1980, the Congress passed the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act (the “Northwest 

Power Act”). This act required Bonneville to mitigate the harm done to fish and wildlife because of federal 

dams in the region. Many of these efforts were focused on reducing mortality rates for the millions of 

salmon and steelhead that returned to the Columbia River annually. 

 

In the 1990s, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) encouraged the creation of regional 

transmission organizations (RTOs)26 to promote competition in wholesale electricity markets. This included 

FERC Order 888 in 1996 (ordering fair and open access to transmission systems) and Order 2000 in 1999 

(defining the characteristics and functions of an RTO). In the Pacific Northwest, the push to form an RTO 

manifested itself in the attempt to create RTO West in 1999.27 This association of regional transmission 

owners, which included BPA, sought to integrate the transmission operations of the group’s members to 

create an RTO. A new integration effort was attempted through Grid West in 2004, when it was decided 

that a transmission authority that fits the requirements laid out in FERC Order 2000 would not be 

agreeable to the participating parties.28 As a result, the parties maintained ownership over their transmission 

assets. Between the years 1998 and 2004, at least four studies evaluating the costs and benefits of 

integration were undertaken, as negotiations around the structure and development of a regional 

transmission authority continued.29 Eventually negotiations ceased in 2005,30 because of concern from 

public power entities31 that integration may detrimentally impact their existing contracts32 with BPA and 

that the benefits of integration were overstated.33 

 

Since 2014, a new push for regional integration has come from California. As this state continues to scale-

up intermittent renewable energy resources, the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) has 

sought to enhance regional integration as a means of enhancing reliability. By sharing a larger and more 

diverse pool of loads and resources, system costs can be reduced, along with the probability of outages. 

First, CAISO has developed the Energy Imbalance Market (EIM). The EIM, discussed further in the 

following section, is a voluntary real-time energy market operated by CAISO which incorporates other 

balancing authorities within the Western Interconnection footprint. Participants in the EIM trade the 

difference between the day-ahead forecast of power and the actual amount of energy needed to meet 

demand in five-minute intervals. Second, CAISO is promoting the expansion of an RTO structure across 

                                                           
26 A Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) is an independent organization that runs centralized regional 
electricity markets by aggregating generation resources for economic dispatch and offers financial contracts for 
hedging transmission congestion risk. An RTO does not own assets or take positions in the wholesale power market.  
27 Lawrence Risman, “Sunset on Grid West”, Public Utilities Fortnightly, January 2006. Available at 
https://www.fortnightly.com/fortnightly/2006/01/sunset-grid-west.  
28 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Declaratory Order Providing Guidance Concerning Grid West Proposal, Docket No. 
EL05-106-000, July 2005. Available at https://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/063005/E-3.pdf. 
29 Henwood Energy Services, Study of Costs, Benefits and Alternatives to Grid West, October 2004. Available at 
https://sites.hks.harvard.edu/hepg/Papers/Henwood.grid.west.1004.pdf. 
30 Lawrence Risman, “Sunset on Grid West”, Public Utilities Fortnightly, January 2006. Available at 
https://www.fortnightly.com/fortnightly/2006/01/sunset-grid-west. 
31 Public power utilities (consumer-owned utilities) are non-profit organizations with facilities owned and operated for 
the benefit of customers and governed by locally elected boards. 
32 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Declaratory Order Providing Guidance Concerning Grid West Proposal, Docket No. 
EL05-106-000, July 2005. Available at https://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/063005/E-3.pdf. 
33 LCG Consulting, Grid West to be the Successor to RTO West, December 2004. Available at 
http://www.energyonline.com/Industry/News.aspx?NewsID=6859&Grid_West_to_be_the_Successor_to_RTO_W
est. 

https://www.fortnightly.com/fortnightly/2006/01/sunset-grid-west
https://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/063005/E-3.pdf
https://sites.hks.harvard.edu/hepg/Papers/Henwood.grid.west.1004.pdf
https://www.fortnightly.com/fortnightly/2006/01/sunset-grid-west
https://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/063005/E-3.pdf
http://www.energyonline.com/Industry/News.aspx?NewsID=6859&Grid_West_to_be_the_Successor_to_RTO_West
http://www.energyonline.com/Industry/News.aspx?NewsID=6859&Grid_West_to_be_the_Successor_to_RTO_West
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the West. This would involve the expansion of the operations of the system operator, which would become 

the manager of a single, centrally-optimized, security-constrained economic dispatch market utilizing the 

transmission infrastructure across the region. 

 

Notwithstanding the myriad technical, institutional, and political challenges posed by CAISO becoming a 

regional ISO, the organization would first have to adapt its governance structure to become independent 

from the government of California. At present the board of CAISO is “appointed by the [California] 

Governor and subject to confirmation by the Senate.”34 This structure is unacceptable to constituents 

outside the state who are evaluating integration with the CAISO-operated market. Efforts to adjust this 

governance structure are underway. CAISO released its third draft of a new governance framework for a 

regional Independent System Operator (ISO) on October 7, 2016.35 This framework sets out a process by 

which the ISO can move from its current structure to one with a regionally-representative board. This 

transition will require an act of the state legislature, making the board of CAISO genuinely independent, by 

removing the governor’s authority to appoint board members. This would align the ISO’s governance with 

that of other RTOs in the country. 

 

California Assembly Bill 813 (AB 813), introduced by Assembly member Chris Holden in 2017, puts 

forward a path for achieving this shift to an independent board governance. The bill however, did not gain 

the support required to be put to a vote during the 2017 legislative session.36 As of early 2018, the bill is in 

the Committee on Energy and Utilities, of which Chris Holden is the chair. The bill’s failure to gain support 

was in part due to an intervention by the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW),37 who 

opportunistically attempted to insert an unrelated amendment into it.38 The bill was also opposed by the 

California Municipal Utilities Association, the Sierra Club, and the Consumer Watchdog, on the grounds 

that making CAISO independent may reduce the organization’s ability to enact electricity policy in the best 

interests of California (and the environment). 

 

Even if the California legislature is successful in making the governance of CAISO independent, the 

willingness of balancing authorities in the Western Interconnection to join an RTO is by no means a given. 

Pacificorp, whose Oregon operations border CAISO’s, may be the most likely candidate to join if CAISO 

did become independent, as the utility has been supportive of joining a regional RTO and was the first to 

join the EIM in 2014. While BPA also closely borders the CAISO balancing authority area, its unique 

differentiating factors, such as its status as a federal agency and its public and regional preference 

requirements, would make joining an RTO considerably more challenging. Because of the challenges in the 

way of pursuing a West-wide RTO, CAISO is evaluating alternate mechanisms to integrate with other 

balancing authorities in the Western Interconnection and promote system reliability.  

 

  

                                                           
34 California Public Utility Code § 337. 
35 California Independent System Operator, Principles for Governance of a Regional ISO, October 2016. Available at 
https://www.caiso.com/Documents/PrinciplesForGovernanceofaRegionalISO-Clean.pdf. 
36 Jeff St. John, “California Shelves Legislation to Explore a Regional Energy Market”, Greentech Media, September 
2017. Available at https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/california-shelves-legislation-to-explore-regional-
energy-market.  
37 The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) is a labor union representing approximately 750,000 
active members and retirees who work in a wide variety of fields, including utilities, construction, telecommunications, 
broadcasting, manufacturing, railroads, and government. 
38 Interview with Ralph Cavanagh, September 19, 2017. 

https://www.caiso.com/Documents/PrinciplesForGovernanceofaRegionalISO-Clean.pdf
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/california-shelves-legislation-to-explore-regional-energy-market
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/california-shelves-legislation-to-explore-regional-energy-market
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3. Regional Context 

 

The role of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is inseparable from the specific regional context in 

which it operates. The Pacific Northwest has evolved differently than other power regions in the U.S. for 

historical, technical, and governance reasons (see the previous section on Relevant History). There are three 

spatial dimensions of relevance for the context of this study: the broader Western Interconnection 

(governed by the regional entity Western Electricity Coordinating Council), the Pacific Northwest, and 

California. The following section discusses recent power sector developments in these areas and future 

challenges and considerations that impact either BPA operations or its role as a large provider of 

hydroelectric power. 

 

The Western Electricity Coordinating Council Region 39 
 

The Western Electricity Coordinating Council 

(WECC) is the regional entity responsible for 

compliance monitoring and enforcement for the 

promotion of reliability across the footprint of the 

Western Interconnection. WECC is geographically the 

largest of the eight regional entities with delegated 

authority from the North American Electric Reliability 

Corporation (NERC)40 and Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC). The WECC region extends 

from Canada to Mexico and includes the provinces of 

Alberta and British Columbia, the northern portion of 

Baja California, Mexico, and all or portions of the 14 

Western states between (see Figure 4). Some of the 

balancing authorities within WECC are in different 

stages of the process of joining the Energy Imbalance 

Market (EIM) spearheaded by California, while others 

have as yet chosen to maintain separate operations. 

The EIM market is discussed in greater detail under 

the heading California below. 

 

The West has a diverse mix of resources that makes 

up approximately 20% of all capacity in the U.S. and 

Canada. Due to large amounts of new solar 

photovoltaic builds and the region’s vast hydroelectric 

resources, the Interconnection has over 70% of all 

solar capacity and one-third of all hydro capacity in 

the United States.41 

 

In 2016, the combined nameplate capacity of utility-scale resources in the Western Interconnection was 267 

GW. The bulk of resources is represented by natural gas-fired capacity (39%), followed by hydroelectric 

                                                           
39 Western Clean Energy Advocates. Available at http://westerngrid.net/wcea/rso/#1467778591072-d668d64e-3504. 
40 The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) is a not-for-profit international regulatory authority 
whose mission is to assure the effective and efficient reduction of risks to the reliability and security of the grid.  
41 Western Electricity Coordinating Council, 2017 State of the Interconnection, July 2017. 

Figure 4 

Balancing Authorities in the WECC39 

http://westerngrid.net/wcea/rso/#1467778591072-d668d64e-3504
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(27%). Large central station coal plants, located in Montana, Wyoming, and Nevada, represent the region’s 

third largest energy resource comprising about 14%42 of installed capacity. Figure 5 provides the breakdown 

of nameplate capacity by fuel type. Different sub-regions of the West have widely different resource 

portfolios: hydro units dominate the Northwest, while California and the Southwest rely heavily on gas.  

 
Figure 5 
Nameplate Capacity in Western Interconnection (2016)43    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most dramatic development in the region has been the growth of wind and solar resources, driven by 

the availability of tax credits (discussed in the section on Clean Energy Policies) and other financial and 

political incentives. Technological improvements have also lowered the cost of these units significantly, 

especially solar photovoltaic. Solar capacity has increased by more than 60% annually over the past five 

years to a total exceeding 14 GW, while wind capacity has grown by 13% annually over the same period44 

to 21 GW (see Figure 6 for the evolution of nameplate renewable capacity).  

 

Figure 6 

Renewable Capacity in the Western U.S. (2016)45 
MW 

 

This large amount of intermittent generation poses several operational challenges for the power system, 

especially on a more regional level. While traditional generation facilities were broadly used either for 

                                                           
42 Western Electricity Coordinating Council, 2017 State of the Interconnection, July 2017. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
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providing baseload46 power or for following the ups and downs of load as dispatched by the operator, 

renewable generation has a different profile because it depends on the intensity of wind or solar conditions 

at a point in time, independent of electricity demand. As more intermittent renewable energy is added to 

the grid it creates oversupply, particularly during low demand hours, when generation exceeds load. 

 

Oversupply causes low or negative prices for wholesale energy during periods of overgeneration. When 

scheduled generation exceeds scheduled demand in the hour-ahead market, the price of energy falls below 

zero in an attempt to balance supply and demand. After accounting for changes in generation and load 

between the hour-ahead and real-time markets, if generation still exceeds load and there are no more 

generators willing to receive payments to reduce their output, then balancing authorities must order 

generators to curtail output to maintain system frequency. Negative bids often represent the lost 

opportunities for the generator to take advantage of tax credits for renewable energy production.  

 

With this broad challenge in mind, the following two subsections discuss implications of increased 

renewable penetration in both the Pacific Northwest and California, given that different technologies are 

dominant in the two regions: wind in the Northwest along the Columbia River and solar in California. 

Consequently, the potential role of hydropower in these two systems is also different. 

 

 

The Pacific Northwest 
 

The cornerstone of the Pacific Northwest is its vast supply of low-cost hydropower. Nearly 300 

hydroelectric projects with installed capacity of over 33,000 MW47 provide about two-thirds of the region’s 

energy.48 Figure 7 shows the breakdown of the region’s existing generating resources by type. Due to 

variations in the capacity factor associated with each generation type, it is also appropriate to assess the 

average “generating capability” of the system, as reported by the Northwest Power and Conservation 

Council. This is representative of the average generation capacity for each generation type. Notably, the 

contribution from hydro and wind is materially lower than the nameplate capacity contribution because 

volatile water and wind conditions reduce the ability of these generation types to consistently produce 

electricity at or near their nameplate capacities. 

 
Figure 7 
Nameplate Capacity and Average Generating Capability in the Pacific Northwest (2016)49  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
46 Baseload units provide a relatively constant and reliable output matching the minimum level of demand. 
47 Public Power Council, A Guide to the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
48 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Seventh Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan, February 2016. 
49 Ibid. 
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Hydroelectricity represents 54% of installed capacity in the Northwest, which translates to 47% of average 

generating capability. Following hydro, the second largest source of energy is natural gas-fired generation, 

which provides about 23% of total generation. In recent years, natural gas-fired plants in the region have 

played an increasing role due to low natural gas prices, which have decreased by 70% since 2008 to around 

$3/MMBtu because of dramatic reductions in the cost of production for natural gas through hydraulic 

fracturing. Figure 8 below illustrates the dramatic price drop. Since natural gas is the marginal fuel50 that sets 

power prices in most hours, power prices have also decreased. Another important role historically played 

by natural gas plants is to provide operational flexibility and facilitate the integration of variable energy 

resources, which pose operational challenges as described in the previous section. Despite the fall in gas 

prices and increased need for flexibility, natural gas capacity additions in the region have been modest. Two 

of the larger plants newly constructed in the region are the 300 MW Langley Gulch combined cycle power 

plant installed by Idaho Power in 2012, and the 220 MW reciprocating engine gas plant installed by 

Portland General Electric at the end of 2014.51 

 
Figure 8 

Historical Henry Hub Natural Gas Prices52 

$/MMBtu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The share of coal in the energy mix is expected to shrink in the next decade as plants are retired due to 

aging equipment and increasing environmental regulation and costs. Portland General Electric announced 

that it will cease coal-fired generation at Boardman (550 MW) in 2020, TransAlta will retire Unit 1 and 2 of 

its Centralia (1,340 MW) coal plant in 2020 and 2025 respectively, and PPL Montana announced the 

permanent retirement of J.E. Corette (153 MW) in late 2015. NV Energy has announced the retirement of 

the North Valmy (522 MW) coal plant in Nevada, scheduled for 2025. 

 

In contrast to the decline in coal generating capability, the past decade has seen a very rapid development 

of wind generation. Wind now comprises about 8% of the region’s electricity supply, with roughly 8,700 

MW built over the last ten years. This development has been prompted by renewable portfolio standards 

(RPS) adopted in three of the four Northwest states (see the section on Clean Energy Policies for an overview 

of the states’ RPS policies) and tax credits for wind developments.  

 

As described in the previous section, higher penetrations of intermittent wind energy are leading to more 

instances of oversupply and curtailments, particularly when demand is low. Due to the Pacific Northwest’s 

                                                           
50 Power prices are calculated based on the marginal variable cost of producing each MWh of electricity required to 
meet load. Since fuel costs dominate the total cost of operation for fossil-fired power plants, fuel prices are most 
relevant when calculating prices. 
51 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Seventh Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan, February 2016. 
52 S&P Global Market Intelligence. 
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reliance on hydroelectricity, oversupply becomes more problematic in the springtime when both river flows 

and wind generation are high. Under those circumstances, extra water can be spilled from the dams so that 

it does not contribute to oversupply, but too much spill exceeds water quality standards and can harm fish 

and other aquatic species. If water cannot be spilled, it must be passed through the hydropower turbines, 

thus generating electricity. 

 

For conditions like these, BPA implemented the Oversupply Management Protocol, under which non-hydro 

generation is displaced to protect aquatic life and maintain system reliability. Displacement decisions are 

made according to a least-cost displacement cost curve that lists generation in order of cost, from the least-

cost facility to the highest-cost facility, until the required displacement quantity is achieved.53 After a federal 

court case concluded in 2011, BPA enacted a new protocol that compensated wind generators for lost 

revenues from curtailment and assigned the costs of curtailing generation during oversupply events to BPA 

transmission customers.54  

 

Given these developments, one of the challenges for the region is to maintain an adequate, economic, and 

reliable power supply in a future with increasing shares of variable resources. Over the last five years, a 

larger share of its generating capability has been allocated to provide within-hour balancing reserves (both 

incremental reserves that require additional generation or decremental that require reduced generation), 

thereby reducing what can be deployed to meet firm load.55 This is a direct result of the high rate of wind 

resource development in the region since 2010. 

 

Moreover, the relative ability of the system to provide adequate supply during peak times is being reduced 

due to growing loads during the summer peak (in a region that was traditionally winter-peaking), increasing 

constraints on the hydro system for environmental reasons, and the planned closure of coal plants in 

Washington and Oregon. Most of the resources added in recent years, particularly wind generation, have 

minimal peaking capability that can be called upon when needed to serve heavy load hours. In addition, 

reductions in hydro capability due to fish operations have raised concerns about flexibility in the system.  

 
Figure 9 

BPA Firm Power Rates and Wholesale Market Prices in the PNW56 

$/MWh 

 
 

                                                           
53 Bonneville Power Administration, Oversupply Management Protocol Attachment P. Available at 
https://www.bpa.gov/Projects/Initiatives/Oversupply/OversupplyDocuments/Att-P-2015.pdf. 
54 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
55 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Seventh Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan, February 2016. 
56 Bonneville Power Administration, Strategic Plan 2018-2023, January 2018. 
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These background conditions make BPA operations extremely challenging. Because of low gas prices and 

increased penetration of low-cost renewable resources, wholesale market prices in the PNW have tended 

downwards over the past few years, while BPA’s firm power prices have been inching up, as shown in 

Figure 9. BPA’s rates are not perfectly comparable with wholesale market prices, because some attributes of 

BPA’s power products are not reflected in market products. Nevertheless, the growing divergence between 

prices poses a problem to BPA. It creates an economic incentive to rely on short-term market purchases, 

while putting more pressure on BPA revenues. It is in this context that BPA is seeking ways to realize value 

from its flexibility. 

 

 

California 
 

California plays an outsized role in the energy landscape of the Western Interconnection. The state’s energy 

consumption represents approximately 40% of demand in the WECC. The state is also the main importer 

of energy, with net imports in the range of 80,000 GWh per year.57 Policy developments in California have 

major ramifications throughout the WECC region, particularly as the state has some of the most aggressive 

policies to de-carbonize and reduce the environmental impact of its power sector. 

 

Policy Drivers 
 

Several policies have contributed to California’s unique energy policy framework focused on de-

carbonization of the power sector. These include both regulations in support of renewable energy 

generation and rules that limit the operations of fossil-fired power plants. 

 

The state’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) instituted renewable electricity procurement floors58 that 

have increased steadily since the establishment of the policy in 2002. As of October 2015, the Clean Energy 

and Pollution Reduction Act (Senate Bill 350 – SB 350) increased renewable electricity requirements to 50% by 

2030. According to the California Energy Commission, currently more than 27.8 GW59 of qualifying 

renewable energy resources collectively served 35% of 2016 retail electricity.60  

 

In addition, California issued policies that directly control greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The Global 

Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Assembly Bill 32 – AB 32) aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 

levels by 2020, an implied reduction of approximately 15% below the business-as-usual scenario. In 2016, 

the Legislature passed Senate Bill 32 (SB 32), which codifies a 2030 GHG emissions reduction target of 

40% below 1990 levels. Since January 2013, a cap-and-trade program with decreasing emissions caps 

supports the target defined in the AB 32 rule and controls large sources of GHGs, including oil refineries, 

electricity power plants (including imported electricity), cement plants, and other industrial sources. More 

recently, in July 2017, California’s cap-and-trade program was extended through 2030 (Assembly Bill 398).  

 

In 2006, Senate Bill 1 (SB 1) established a suite of solar programs with a goal of building a self-sustaining 

solar market combined with high levels of energy efficiency in the state’s homes and businesses. The 

legislation set an ambitious goal to install 3,000 MW of behind-the-meter solar by 2017 and for solar energy 

systems to be placed on 50% of new homes by 2020. Renewable distributed generation incentive programs 

                                                           
57 Western Electricity Coordinating Council, 2017 State of the Interconnection, July 2017. 
58 The qualifying energy types for the Renewable Portfolio Standard include wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, and 
small hydroelectric resources. Large hydroelectric resources do not count toward the goal. 
59 California Energy Commission, Renewable Energy Tracking Progress Report, December 2017. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/renewables/tracking_progress/documents/renewable.pdf.  
60 California Energy Commission, Proposed Final 2017 Integrated Energy Policy Report, January 2018. 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/renewables/tracking_progress/documents/renewable.pdf
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include utility feed-in tariffs for the investor-owned utilities’ procurement of small-scale renewables along 

with state-mandated self-generation incentives. As of November 2017, almost 10,520 MW of distributed 

generation capacity was operating or installed in California,61 vastly exceeding the goal. 

 

Other broader rules affecting the power sector are contributing to the changing power generation landscape 

in California. Senate Bill 1368 (SB 1368) established another key policy for reducing GHG emissions – 

California’s Emissions Performance Standard. This standard prevents California utilities from making new 

long-term commitments (five years or more) to high GHG-emitting baseload power plants – plants that 

emit more than 1,100 pounds of CO2 per megawatt hour. This restriction is encouraging California utilities’ 

divestiture of high GHG-emitting assets. Coal-fired electricity consumed in California has declined about 

86% since the standard was enacted in 2006 and is expected to fall to zero by 2026.62 

 

The Policy on the Use of Coastal and Estuarine Waters for Power Plant Cooling of 2010 establishes technology-based 

standards to reduce the effects on marine and estuarine life associated with cooling water intake structures 

used by power plants. This policy to phase out the use of once-through cooling affects 17 existing thermal 

power plants with capacity totaling 12 GW, as well as roughly 4 GW of nuclear power plants.63 This policy 

is relevant to the context of this paper due to the impending retirement of several of these fossil-powered 

facilities, as well as the closure of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. Some of these facilities 

provided valuable system and local reliability services, as well operational services, such as ramping, 

regulation, and load following needed to integrate renewables.64 

 

Between now and 2030, the state also expects changes in the natural gas infrastructure system which will 

likely impact electricity generation. Some of these changes concern the future of the Aliso Canyon natural 

gas storage facility, which has been an important tool for managing natural gas supply for electric 

generation (particularly in summer when air-conditioning use is high) and home heating use (in the winter). 

Use of the storage facility has been severely limited since leaking was discovered in late 2015. This is an 

important development because Aliso Canyon is one of the largest storage fields in the United States and is 

the largest of four storage fields operated by SoCalGas. The location and size of Aliso Canyon made it the 

natural fit for supporting substantial hourly operating changes in the Greater Los Angeles Area.65 

 

Changes in Electricity Market Structure 
 

As California works to further transform its electricity sector, it must do so amid a fundamentally changing 

industry. Market developments, technological innovations, and policy actions have helped put into motion 

a shift away from having the investor-owned (IOUs) and publicly owned utilities (POUs) as the energy 

providers. Traditionally, the IOUs have served about 75% of Californians, with POUs serving most of the 

remainder.66 This structure is changing as local government agencies are forming community choice 

aggregators (CCAs) that can directly develop and buy electricity on behalf of their customers. The 

                                                           
61 California Energy Commission, Renewable Energy Tracking Progress Report, December 2017. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/renewables/tracking_progress/documents/renewable.pdf. 
62 California Energy Commission, Actual and Expected Energy from Coal for California Tracking Progress Report, December 
2017. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/renewables/tracking_progress/documents/current_expected_energy_from_coal.pdf.  
63 The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station retired in 2013 and the Diablo Canyon operating license is set to expire 
by 2025. 
64 California Energy Commission, Once-Through Cooling Phase-Out Tracking Progress Report, March 2017. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/renewables/tracking_progress/documents/once_through_cooling.pdf.  
65 California Energy Commission, Proposed Final 2017 Integrated Energy Policy Report, January 2018. 
66 Ibid. 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/renewables/tracking_progress/documents/renewable.pdf
http://www.energy.ca.gov/renewables/tracking_progress/documents/current_expected_energy_from_coal.pdf
http://www.energy.ca.gov/renewables/tracking_progress/documents/once_through_cooling.pdf
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California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) exercises relatively limited authority over CCAs,67 as CCAs’ 

elected officials set rates and determine procurement strategies. 

 

The dramatic growth in behind-the-meter solar resources promoted through SB 1 and other net metering68  

incentives is another fundamental shift in the energy sector away from large-scale facilities. More 

consumers are installing their own PV systems, driven largely by cost reductions and technological 

innovation. This development creates many new challenges due to the timing of solar generation and the 

lack of visibility of these resources from a system operator’s perspective that dispatches resources in the 

wholesale market.  

 

The development of CCAs and the increase in behind-the-meter solar have contributed to IOUs being long 

on supply and not entering into long-term contracts.69 More broadly, the increase in self-generation has 

reduced the IOU and POU customer base and, consequently, the revenue sources that have traditionally 

been available for other infrastructure investments aside from generation. Achieving the state’s GHG 

emissions reduction goals will require large investments in renewable power plants, solutions to integrate 

solar and wind generation, distribution system upgrades, and new transmission lines. If status quo players 

do not make these investments due to market uncertainty, it is unclear whether CCAs can secure financing 

for the magnitude of the long-term investments needed to meet California’s energy and climate goals. 

 

Operational Challenges 
 

The market dynamics precipitated by the above-mentioned policies mean grid operators are beginning to 

face operational issues due to the challenge of maintaining system reliability while implementing a 50% 

renewable generation requirement. In our interviews, industry experts stated that much of the wind that 

was possible to develop in California in areas without transmission constraints has already been developed. 

The only renewable resource that can continue to be scaled to meet RPS requirements is solar,70 some of 

which will come from distributed, behind-the-meter sources. Figure 10 shows how solar generation 

dominates California renewable energy production in the middle of a summer day. 

 

Figure 10 

Hourly Average Breakdown of Renewable Resources in California (February 26, 2018)71 

MW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
67 Interview with Randy Hardy on January 26, 2018. 
68 Net metering allows consumers who generate some or all their own electricity to use that electricity anytime, instead 
of when it is generated. 
69 Interview with Randy Hardy on January 26, 2018. 
70 Randy Hardy, Testimony before the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, November 2017. 
71 California Independent System Operator, Daily Renewable Watch, February 2018. Available at 
http://content.caiso.com/green/renewrpt/20180225_DailyRenewablesWatch.txt.  
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The California ISO’s graphic representation of the “net load” (electricity demand minus intermittent 

renewable generation) is emblematic of how changes in the generation profile are creating challenges and 

opportunities for grid operators (see Figure 11). This daily net load profile is the amount of energy that 

CAISO must procure in wholesale markets throughout the day. The shape of the profile has led to it 

coming to be known as the “duck curve”. When solar output peaks during the middle of the day, net load 

reaches a minimum, seen in Figure 11 as the “belly-of-the-duck.” As solar generation trails off at the end of 

the day and demand remains high, the steep ramp up is referred to as the “neck-of-the-duck.” The ramps 

up and down in the net load curve have become more pronounced and steeper than the California ISO 

anticipated. In fact, during the summer of 2017, the net load fell below 9,000 MW twice, which was not 

anticipated until well after 2020.72 With expected solar additions of up to 2 GW per year,73 ramping needs 

will become more acute. 

 

Multi-hour ramps have long been a factor in California’s electrical system, but the deployment of large 

amounts of renewable capacity with strong daily cycles exacerbates these patterns – especially in winter and 

spring months when demand is lower – and is spurring the need for increased flexibility in the system. 

 
Figure 11 

Duck Curve, Net Electricity Demand on a Typical Spring Day74 
MW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the day, when net load is lowest (the belly-of-the-duck), the system operator must get resources off 

the system to make room for the renewable generation. At sundown, resources need to be available to 

ramp up to compensate for decreasing renewable generation. This late afternoon ramp is approaching 

13,000 MW in a three-hour period on hot days and is becoming increasingly steep. Over the last six years, 

the three-hour net load ramp has increased by 62%, and the one-hour net load ramp by about 50%.75 

                                                           
72 California Energy Commission, Proposed Final 2017 Integrated Energy Policy Report, January 2018. 
73 Interview with Randy Hardy on January 26, 2018. 
74 California Energy Commission, Proposed Final 2017 Integrated Energy Policy Report, January 2018. 
75 Brian Theaker, Joint Agency Workshop on the Increasing Need for Flexibility in the Electricity System, May 2017. 
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As the late afternoon ramp is expected to become steeper, the net load during midday and afternoon hours 

is expected to drop further. The lower net load has led to increases in oversupply and curtailment of 

electricity generation, particularly during daylight hours. In February 2017, CAISO forecasted that it would 

have to curtail amounts between 6,000 MW and 8,000 MW during the spring.76 This was further 

exacerbated by the high hydroelectric generation conditions in 2017, following four years of drought. Figure 

12 shows the effect of increasing renewable generation (and high hydro conditions in 2017) on the amount 

of renewable curtailment. While on average about 2% of total wind and solar power is being curtailed, it is 

much higher on specific days. At times, more than 30% of the renewable energy is being curtailed to 

maintain grid operation.77 Curtailment decisions are made to ensure both local and system-wide reliability.  

 

Figure 12 

Daily Renewable Economic Curtailment in the Five-Minute Market by System Condition (2014 to present)78 

MWh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oversupply causes low or negative prices for wholesale energy during periods of overgeneration. When 

scheduled generation exceeds scheduled demand in the hour-ahead market, the price of energy falls below 

zero in an attempt to balance supply and demand, as generators try to avoid curtailment. After accounting 

for changes in generation and load between the hour-ahead and real-time markets and transmission 

constraints, if generation still exceeds load and there are no more generators willing to receive payments to 

reduce their output or transmission limitations do not allow transfers, then the CAISO must order 

generators to curtail output to maintain system frequency.  

 

Negative bids often represent the lost opportunities for the generator to take advantage of tax credits for 

renewable energy production or sell renewable energy credits. When load is settled at negative prices, power 

producers are paying load resources to take produced electricity, or the purchasing utility must make the 

generator whole and ratepayers incur excess costs. 

 

As a result, California would fall short in practice of its renewable requirement unless even more 

renewables are added to make up for the curtailed RPS energy, at considerable additional cost, because 

overgeneration and the associated probability of curtailment may dampen demand for new renewable 

                                                           
76 Steve Berberich, “CEO Report to Board of Governors”, California Independent System Operator, February 2017. 
Available at https://www.caiso.com/Documents/CEOReport-Feb2017.pdf.  
77 California Energy Commission, Proposed Final 2017 Integrated Energy Policy Report, January 2018. 
78 California Independent System Operator, Monthly Renewables Performance Report, February 2018. Available at 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/MonthlyRenewablesPerformanceReport-Jan2018.html. 

https://www.caiso.com/Documents/CEOReport-Feb2017.pdf
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/MonthlyRenewablesPerformanceReport-Jan2018.html
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generation. If the system operator curtails renewables, then the generators might not receive full 

compensation for curtailed energy, depending on the terms of their power purchase agreements. 

 

An additional issue with negative prices from a market design perspective is the distortionary effect on 

wholesale electricity markets. Negative prices (supported by Production Tax Credits and the Investment 

Tax Credit) distort vital competitive market incentives, drive up costs, and deter investment in other 

technologies. In theory, negative pricing is a market-based mechanism to clear supply surplus based on 

economic offers by lowering the offer price floor below $0/MWh, thereby enabling market participants to 

signal their willingness to incur a cost to avoid curtailment. However, tax credits can incentivize producers 

to sell electricity at a loss, even if the operational characteristics of the renewable generator may conflict 

with the performance and operational needs of electric systems in that moment. Depending on the number 

of hours of negative pricing, total plant revenues may be insufficient to cover annual costs. 

 

These price distortions make it more difficult to maintain reliability of the regional electric system and raise 

system costs. Some of these impacts are already visible in the market place – a new Moody’s report down-

ranked merchant natural gas-fired generators in California due to abundant solar and wind energy supplies 

driving down prices in the CAISO power market.79 Figure 13 below illustrates the increased frequency of 

instances of negative pricing, which can happen up to 20% of the time during certain months.  

 

Figure 13 

Frequency of Negative Five-Minute Prices by Month (2014 to present)80 

Percentage (%) 

 
 

Another connected problem is the fact that regardless of renewable generation levels, a certain amount of 

either hydroelectric power or gas-fired power plant capacity must also be operated at minimum levels to 

provide ancillary services, such as regulation and load following. If the combination of must-run generation 

plus gas-fired generation needed for system operations exceeds demand (particularly in low load hours), 

then CAISO must act. If renewables are curtailed as a result of running these fossil-fuel powered balancing 

services, the emissions benefit of having the RPS is undermined. 

 

Natural gas-fired power plants historically have been the workhorses of the grid, but they are operating less 

due to the increase in renewables and additional environmental regulations previously described. Many have 

ceased operation or gone bankrupt.81 Another aspect of the problem is that in order to follow load, gas-

                                                           
79 S&P Global Market Intelligence, Moody's Highlights Pressure for California Merchant Generators amid Renewables Tsunami, 
October 2015. Available at https://www.snl.com/interactivex/article.aspx?id=34089873&KPLT=6.  
80 California Independent System Operator, Monthly Renewables Performance Report, February 2018. Available at 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/MonthlyRenewablesPerformanceReport-Jan2018.html.  
81 California Energy Commission, Proposed Final 2017 Integrated Energy Policy Report, January 2018. 
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fired generators have to run in the more load-adaptable cycling mode,82 which results in reduced thermal 

efficiency conditions.83 Currently, gas resources typically have more than 300 starts and stops per year and 

have an average capacity factor of 40%.84 Over time, the number of start-ups is likely to increase, while the 

overall utilization factors will decrease in response to higher renewable generation. In one sense, this is a 

success story in reducing greenhouse gas emissions by displacing fossil generators, but some natural gas-

fired power plants are important for the reliable operation of the grid, either by virtue of location or their 

ability to rapidly ramp up and down. 

 

Maintaining reliable operation of the electricity system with a high level of intermittent resources will 

require market-pricing structures to reward integration services that used to be provided by natural gas 

units. Only such market-based solutions can sustainably compensate flexible generators for the loss of 

revenues in the energy market and offset some of the higher running costs imposed by Californian 

environmental regulations discussed previously. 

 

Another resource that can be used to addressed flexibility is hydro. California itself has 14 GW of hydro 

capacity that produces about 14% of the state’s energy.85 However, the amount of hydroelectricity 

produced varies each year and is largely dependent on snowmelt runoff and rainfall. California suffered a 

protracted drought that reduced hydro production to 6% of total generation in 2014.86 Therefore, 

Northwest hydro, and BPA’s resources in particular, could be a natural response. However, currently there 

are several limitations (see following section on The Economics of Inter-Regional Sales) that are preventing BPA 

from taking full advantage of its flexibility resources that match the need of California’s system. 

 

The Western Energy Imbalance Market 
 

Another mechanism for addressing overgeneration and associated issues in California is sending excess 

generation to other geographical areas bridged by an overarching market structure. Likewise imports from 

other areas could help to meet the ramp required at the “neck-of-the duck” in the evenings. With greater 

regional coordination, grid operators may be able to dispatch resources more efficiently across larger 

geographic areas, which should reduce the likelihood of overgeneration and curtailment. 

 

A first step in this direction was the creation of the Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM), a real-time 

bulk power trading market that began operating on October 1, 2014. The footprint of the new market is set 

to expand to include parts of balancing authority areas in seven Western states, including Oregon, 

California, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming (see Figure 14 for the full list of balancing 

authorities considering joining the market).  

 

The EIM is a voluntary intra-hour market for procuring imbalance energy to balance supply and demand 

deviations in real-time in the combined network of the California ISO and EIM entities. The EIM is an 

energy-only market platform that uses Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) evaluation of 

bidding offers to produce a least-cost dispatch of online resources within the physical limitations of the 

                                                           
82 When a power plant is cycling, it is varying its output through time and increasing the number of starts. 
83 David Wagman, “Rethinking Wind’s Impact on Emissions and Cycling Costs”, Power Magazine, March 2013. 
Available at http://www.powermag.com/rethinking-winds-impact-on-emissions-and-cycling-costs/.  
84 California Air Resources Board, Appendix C - Focus Group Working Papers: Electricity and Natural Gas Working Paper, 
March 2014.  
85 California Energy Commission, California Hydroelectric Statistics & Data. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/renewables_data/hydro/.  
86 Ibid. 

http://www.powermag.com/rethinking-winds-impact-on-emissions-and-cycling-costs/
http://www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/renewables_data/hydro/
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Figure 14 

Existing and Future EIM Entities87 

transmission grid. SCED calculates Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs) for specific market zones 

established by CAISO. 

 

The EIM has multiple benefits. As noted by the 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, a larger 

operating footprint enhances reliability by increasing the 

ability of the system to address variability challenges. 

First, pooling of variable loads increases diversity, which 

reduces localized variability. Second, a broader resource 

mix increases ramping capability, as one area’s resources 

can serve a different zone’s ramping and flexibility 

needs.87In other words, by including pooling resources 

and obligations across time zones, climate regions, and 

loads, these two factors provide a feedback loop that 

reduces variability.88 The latest EIM quarterly report 

estimates that the total benefits of EIM since the market 

was established in November 2014 are $288 million 

across the footprint.89 The report also shows that EIM is 

helping to displace less-clean energy supplies with 

surplus renewable energy that otherwise may have been 

curtailed. 

 

The EIM does not change the process for existing 

bilateral transactions or day-ahead transactions with the 

ISO and is not designed to resolve supply deficits. The 

energy imbalance market only focuses on flows resulting from scheduled uses and employs the real-time 

available transmission system capacity to address the difference between system operating limits and actual 

real-time flows. Within this structure, market participants continue to be solely responsible for maintaining 

reliability, which includes meeting operating reserve and capacity requirements, scheduling interchange 

transactions, curtailing transmission facilities under their operational control, and manually dispatching 

resources for reliability.90 

 

Particularly after the 2000-2001 California Energy Crisis, western balancing authorities have preferred 

localized solutions that confer independence, rather than participating in organized markets or formalized 

ISO/RTO arrangements typical of the Eastern Interconnection.91 Within the Western Interconnection’s 

bilateral markets, there are impediments to the efficient trade of energy across boundaries of different 

balancing authorities. Inefficiencies relate to having illiquid bulk power and transmission service markets 

and imperfect information about resource availability, as each authority only has the complete snapshot of 

system conditions within their respective footprints. In contrast, the EIM resolves imbalances in real-time 

                                                           
87 Western Energy Imbalance Market. Available at https://www.westerneim.com/Pages/JoinEIM.aspx.  
88 National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Operating Reserve Reductions from Proposed Energy Imbalance Market with Wind 
and Solar Generation in the Western Interconnection, May 2012. Available at http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy12osti/54660.pdf.  
89 Western Energy Imbalance Market, Western EIM Benefits Report, January 2018. 
90 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Order Conditionally Accepting Proposed Tariff Revisions to Implement Energy 
Imbalance Market, June 2014. Available at https://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2014/061914/E-4.pdf.  
91 S&P Global Market Intelligence, Western Utility Regulators Open to CAISO-Anchored Transmission Organization. Available 
at https://www.snl.com/interactivex/article.aspx?id=34291654&KPLT=6.  

https://www.westerneim.com/Pages/JoinEIM.aspx
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy12osti/54660.pdf
https://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2014/061914/E-4.pdf
https://www.snl.com/interactivex/article.aspx?id=34291654&KPLT=6
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more efficiently through automated five-minute energy dispatch services based on an assessment of the 

entire footprint. All resources in the EIM footprint are visible, even if not available for EIM dispatch. 

 

While CAISO continues to expand and promote the EIM, it is also actively pursuing regional integration 

through an expansion of the ISO itself, to encompass a larger area in the Western Interconnection. The 

political components of this pursuit were discussed in the prior section, Relevant History. Even with the 

governance issues resolved, the shift to an RTO would require the operational surrender of control of 

transmission assets by their relevant owners so that they would come under the operation of the regional 

system operator in accordance with the principles of security-constrained economic dispatch. The potential 

benefits of integration lie in a regionally optimized day-ahead market. CAISO states in its Regional Energy 

Market FAQ document: 

“There are significant differences between the real-time EIM and becoming a PTO (Participating Transmission 

Authority) with the full services of the ISO, including a day-ahead regional energy market serving about 95 percent 

of California’s load. The EIM is voluntary and is limited to balancing real-time demand for electricity with supply 

every 15 minutes, while dispatching the least-cost resources to meet that demand every five minutes. A full-service 

day-ahead regional energy market offers more comprehensive benefits, as the ISO would have full visibility of 

markets and networks and could optimize all the available transmission capacity and generation – across a wider 

geographic area and using an expanded resource pool – in the day-ahead market to deliver the lowest cost energy to 

consumers. It also would allow the ISO to better plan for regional transmission projects and the efficient 

interconnection of renewable resources and avoid what a utility might have to provide for if it were to stand alone.”92 

The benefits of full integration across the West would be substantial. In a study mandated by the Clean 

Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015 (SB 350), it was estimated that integration of all balancing 

authorities in the Western Interconnection except the power marketing agencies (BPA and Western Area 

Power Administration 93), would result in annual production cost savings of $883 million to $980 million 

per annum by 2030 (in 2016 dollars).94 This represents 4.5-5% of total production costs. Additionally, 

integration would result in a 3.5% reduction in annual CO2 emissions from 2020 to 2030.95 This figure 

would be higher if BPA hydro were assumed to be included in the integrated system. 

                                                           
92 California Independent System Operator, ISO Regional Energy Market FAQ, September 2016. Available at 
https://www.caiso.com/Documents/ISORegionalEnergyMarketFAQ.pdf.  
93 The Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) is a power marketing agency based in Denver, Colorado, serving 
15 central and western U.S. states. 
94 California Independent System Operator, SB 350 Study: The Impacts of a Regional ISO-Operated Power Market on 
California, July 2016. Available at https://www.caiso.com/Documents/SB350Study_AggregatedReport.pdf. 
95 Ibid. 

https://www.caiso.com/Documents/ISORegionalEnergyMarketFAQ.pdf
https://www.caiso.com/Documents/SB350Study_AggregatedReport.pdf
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4. The Economics of Inter-Regional Sales 

 

In evaluating options for increasing Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)’s sales of flexible energy, it is 

relevant to consider the economics affecting inter-regional sales between the Pacific Northwest and 

California. As the main importer of electricity in the west, California has historically been heavily reliant on 

imports from the Northwest. With the CAISO market undergoing dramatic structural changes and its 

flexibility needs mounting, understanding the nature of the Pacific Northwest-California linkages becomes 

even more important. The key factors impacting sales between the two regions are relative market prices, 

available intertie capacity, and market design elements (including the structure of bilateral contracts and 

scheduling timelines). Prevailing market dynamics prompt BPA to use its available transmission capacity to 

pursue longer-duration energy sales as a dominant strategy rather than sell flexible capacity or short-term 

energy to meet the neck-of-the-duck. 

 

Energy flows between the Pacific Northwest and California occur through two major transmission 

pathways, with an aggregate north-to-south transmission capacity of 8,020 MW. The specifications of the 

transmission interties are discussed in the sub-section Transmission Intertie Capacity. Historically, the interties 

had allowed utilities to take advantage of the different patterns of electricity use between north and south, 

which have different seasonalities: the Pacific Northwest is a winter-peaking system, driven by heating 

loads, while California is summer-peaking, due to air-conditioning loads. Growth in energy demand in 

California has made the state increasingly reliant on energy imports, with imports from the Northwest 

representing about 15% of California’s electricity consumption.96 This dynamic has come to dominate 

energy flows between the Northwest and California, with flows now being almost exclusively in the north-

to-south direction. 

 

Due to the availability of transmission infrastructure connecting the two regions and BPA’s access to 600-

900 MW of firm transmission,97 we might expect to see BPA’s flexible hydropower increasingly being used 

to balance volatility in California, particularly during the three-hour ramp associated with the “neck-of-the-

duck.” However, the extent to which this is occurring has been limited. Through our discussions with BPA 

staff, we found that under prevailing market dynamics, BPA is incentivized to use its available transmission 

capacity to make longer-duration (most commonly 16-hour block) energy sales, rather than make short-

duration (three-hour ramping) energy or capacity sales. If BPA is using its available transmission rights 

throughout the day to export energy to California, it is unable to use additional capacity to meet the “neck-

of-the-duck”. This dynamic that shapes BPA’s preference for energy instead of capacity sales is a result of a 

combination of higher prevailing prices in California, a result of that state’s cap-and-trade program, and the 

structure of contracts in the bilateral market. That is why BPA generally observes more value in making 

energy sales than capacity sales. 

 

As a result of California’s AB 32 cap-and-trade program, BPA’s energy receives what energy marketing staff 

refer to as a “green premium” when selling into California. Since BPA’s energy mix is 97% carbon-free,98 it 

attracts a minimal carbon cost when electricity is imported into California. The price of carbon under the 

AB 32 program has averaged $13/Tonne CO2e over the past five years and increased markedly over the 

course of 2017 (historical carbon prices are shown in Figure 32 in the section on Carbon Pricing Policies). 

                                                           
96 California Energy Commission, Energy Almanac – Total System Electric Generation, June 2017. Available at 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/electricity_data/total_system_power.html.  
97 Interview with Eric Federovitch, February 23, 2018. 
98 Interview with Todd Miller, February 7, 2018. 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/almanac/electricity_data/total_system_power.html
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Carbon pricing has led to an increase in the power price differential between California and the Pacific 

Northwest over the same timeframe. In 2017, Northern California (NP-15) electricity prices were on 

average $14.5/MWh higher than in the Northwest (Mid-C price point) (see Figure 25 in the section on The 

California-Oregon Intertie). This makes BPA energy increasingly competitive relative to carbon-intensive 

generation when selling energy into the California market. 

 

Due to this price differential and the contract types that are most commonly traded in bilateral markets, 

BPA makes energy sales into California that are most often structured as 6x16 (6-day, 16-hour) Heavy Load 

Hour (HLH) blocks. While not standardized, practice in bilateral markets in the West tends to favor two 

periods for the delivery of energy, Heavy Load Hours, and Light-Load Hours (LLH). HLH sales tend to be 

for the 16-hour period from 6am to 10pm, Monday through Saturday.99 LLH applies to all other hours. 

While it is possible for trades to be made in 15-minute increments, the vast majority of energy sales are for 

one-hour intervals. Figure 15 illustrates a typical contract. 

 

Figure 15 

Typical 16-hour Heavy Load Hours Block Contract 

MW 

 
 

With limited transmission capacity, BPA has no incentive to provide ramping unless it is compensated for 

the revenue that would be lost from keeping the intertie uncongested to provide headroom for the up-ramp 

when required to meet California’s net load. Given that most ramping needs to address the duck curve 

occur between the three-hour period from around 6pm to 9pm, BPA would expect only to maximize sales 

during this time. And while BPA may be able to sell energy in real-time in the earlier, lower demand hours 

of the day, it is unlikely to receive enticing prices for these sales. The dynamics driving the duck curve mean 

there is abundant cheap energy during daylight hours when solar units are generating. Figure 16 illustrates 

this concept. BPA would need to be sufficiently compensated by higher prices during the three-hour ramp 

period to offset foregone revenue in the earlier hours. Since ramping is a real-time problem that can only be 

accurately defined and measured in real-time, it cannot be correctly estimated on a day-ahead basis.  

 

Therefore, the extent of the price spike during the neck-of-the-duck is highly uncertain. This makes BPA 

more inclined to accept the certainty of revenues associated with a 16-hour block sale rather than “hold 

out” the assets to benefit from uncertain future price spikes. 

 

                                                           
99 Bonneville Power Administration, Power Loads and Resources Study, July 2011. Available at 
https://www.bpa.gov/Finance/RateCases/InactiveRateCases/BP12/Final%20Proposal/BP-12-FS-BPA-03.pdf.  
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Additionally, the mismatch of the timing of day-ahead scheduling across the two regions prohibits market 

participants from making economically optimal choices about whether to sell into the Northwest or 

California. The mismatch happens because trading in the Northwest occurs in over-the-counter markets of 

the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) and typically takes place between 5:30am and 6:30am Pacific time, for 

deliveries the following day.100 For CAISO, bids are submitted by 10am day-ahead, with notification of 

awards at around 1pm. Therefore, the CAISO market lags the bilateral trading market in the Northwest.  

 

Figure 16 

Expected Revenue Profile of Ramping Product 

MW 

 
 

 

This illustrative example simplifies the issue, as BPA is also able to bid into the CAISO-operated market in 

intervals other than the traditional 16-hour blocks shown here. However, this dynamic where BPA has a 

dominant strategy to provide longer-duration energy sales over providing ramping capacity is the key factor 

driving BPA’s use of its transmission intertie capacity. Unless and until BPA is sufficiently compensated to 

“hold out” to provide the ramp necessary to meet the neck-of-the-duck, this dynamic will continue. 

 

 

Potential Mechanisms to Incentivize Inter-Regional Flexibility Sales 
 

Flexible generation refers to generation resources that can respond rapidly to changes in electricity demand 

or fluctuations in supply. Plant flexibility can take many forms, including the ability to start up and shut 

down over short periods of time, be run at a low minimum load, rapidly change generation output, and 

offer ancillary services101 to support system reliability. Ideal flexible resources have a reliable fuel source, 

fast ramping capability, and ability to sustain generation over a longer period of time. 

 

As discussed throughout this document, flexibility is particularly important for power systems that integrate 

high levels of intermittent renewable generation (solar and wind), whose power outputs can be variable and 

uncertain, creating a fluctuating or time-concentrated supply. While conventional power systems are 

designed and operated to efficiently manage variability and uncertainty in electricity demand and resource 

availability, variable renewable energy increases this inherent variability and uncertainty, and thus increases 

the need for flexibility. This flexibility can reduce the need to curtail solar and wind generation, decrease 

                                                           
100 Interview with Eric Federovitch, February 23, 2018. 
101 Ancillary services are necessary to support the reliable transmission of electric power by maintaining the proper 
flow and direction of electricity, addressing imbalances between supply and demand, and helping the system recover 
after a power system event. 
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instances of negative market pricing, and reduce environmental impacts by increasing system efficiency and 

maximizing the utilization of renewable resources. California’s power system in particular is estimated to 

require flexible capacity between 11 GW and 16 GW each month in the near future, as shown in Figure 17 

below. 

 
Figure 17 

Forecasted Flexible Capacity Needs in CAISO for 2018102 

MW 

 

 

Due to the large amount of flexible generation existing in the Pacific Northwest and the high need for 

flexibility to balance a growing portfolio of intermittent renewable resources in California, the creation of a 

flexibility product within CAISO is a promising development. However, as described above, any 

mechanism must compensate BPA (or any other flexibility provider) to cover the full cost of providing 

such flexibility. 

 

In December 2011, the CAISO implemented a flexible ramping constraint in the five-minute market 

optimization. The constraint was designed to ensure that sufficient upward and downward ramping 

capability of dispatchable resources is committed to enable the real-time dispatch to follow load efficiently 

and reliably over an estimated range of potential variability of net load around the load forecast.103 Each 

generator that is chosen to resolve a constraint is compensated at the marginal generator unit’s shadow 

price, which reflects the opportunity cost for production. However, this does not provide a sufficient 

market signal to incentivize the addition of flexible thermal generation able to modulate output. The annual 

capacity factor104 is expected to decrease in a scenario with more renewable generation, which means lower 

revenues in the energy market. That is why CAISO is proposing to establish a flexible capacity requirement 

to ensure that utilities can provide enough ramping capabilities, as well as backstop flexible capacity to meet 

any system-level deficiencies. In October 2014 the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 

approved the proposals for both the flexible ramping constraint and the flexible capacity requirement. 

 

The impacts of these proposals are far-reaching for flexible generation technologies, particularly natural gas, 

the traditional provider of flexibility. These changes will affect not only the quantity of natural gas used to 

                                                           
102 California Independent System Operator, Final Flexible Capacity Needs Assessment for 2018, April 2017. Available at 
https://www.caiso.com/Documents/2018FinalFlexibleCapacityNeedsAssessment.pdf.  
103 California Independent System Operator, Technical Bulletin – Flexible Ramping Constraint, April 2011. Available at 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/TechnicalBulletin-FlexibleRampingConstraint_UpdatedApr19_2011.pdf. 
104 The net capacity factor of a power plant is the ratio of its actual output over a period of time, to its potential output 
if it were possible for it to operate at full nameplate capacity. 
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generate electricity, but also the way gas-fired resources need to operate.  Existing gas-fired generators 

might need to increase their flexibility to allow for more starts, faster ramping, and lower minimum levels 

of operation. In California specifically, while the need for flexible capacity will increase substantially as solar 

capacity is added on both sides of the meter, the amount of flexible capacity available in the near term is 

projected to fall. About 6,200 MW of flexible capacity in the California ISO service territory is slated to 

retire by the end of 2020 because of the state’s policy to phase-out once-through-cooling technologies.105 

New projects – both renewable and conventional – may need to provide greater levels of flexibility or 

accept greater levels of curtailment. 

 

However, it is unclear whether procurement mechanisms will develop that allow such generators to recover 

the costs of making flexibility improvements to their existing plants – the “missing money” problem. When 

utilities procure new capacity resources we would expect flexibility characteristics to factor into 

procurement decisions; projects that are able to ramp quickly and start multiple times per day will be 

preferred. 

 

The CAISO has made certain market changes designed to improve the management of overgeneration 

through economic dispatch and by requiring utilities to procure enough flexible capacity to ensure reliable 

operation under a range of conditions. In May 2014, the CAISO reduced its bid floor from -$30 per 

megawatt hour to -$150 per megawatt hour, with provisions to reduce it further to -$300 per megawatt 

hour after a year. By reducing the bid floor, the CAISO hopes to provide an additional incentive for 

renewable generators and less flexible conventional generators to provide market bids rather than simply 

operate as must-take resources. The CAISO has also implemented a 15-minute market to allow for intra-

hour scheduling and to provide another opportunity for renewable generators to submit economic bids and 

adjust schedules close to real-time, thereby reducing the likelihood of overgeneration. 

 

The current resource adequacy (RA) objectives are to provide sufficient resources to the ISO to ensure the 

safe and reliable operation of the grid in real time and to provide appropriate incentives for the siting and 

construction of new resources needed for reliability in the future. According to CAISO, resource adequacy 

needs going forward will require signals to help ensure the efficient retention and retirement of existing 

resources and provide a resource portfolio to the ISO that meets grid reliability needs through economic 

market dispatch. Flexible resource adequacy should ensure access to the flexibility of the fleet for reliable 

grid operation all hours of the year.106 The CAISO seeks to close the gaps between markets and operational 

needs by developing a new flexible RA framework that more intentionally captures both the forecasted 

operational needs and the unpredictability of ramping needs. 

 

Flexible Resource Adequacy Criteria and Must Offer Obligation 
 

Flexible resource adequacy is being designed to address the duck curve. The development of this program, 

known as the Flexible Resource Adequacy Criteria and Must Offer Obligation (FRACMOO), has been ongoing for 

over two years. Under the proposed framework, qualifying resources must be available for economic 

dispatch by CAISO (no self-scheduling). A generator’s effective flexible capacity (EFC) is determined by 

CAISO based on its ability to ramp up and sustain a level of output over a four-hour period. The total 

flexible RA requirement will be determined by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and 

CAISO and then allocated to the individual CPUC-jurisdictional load-serving entities (LSEs) and investor-

owned utilities (IOUs) for procurement. Each LSE will be required to include in its late October 

                                                           
105 California Energy Commission, Proposed Final 2017 Integrated Energy Policy Report, January 2018. 
106 California Independent System Operator, Flexible Resource Adequacy Criteria and Must Offer Obligation – Phase 2 Draft 
Framework Proposal, November 2017. 
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compliance filing showing that it has procured 90% of the required amount of flexible RA for the 

upcoming year, with 100% then shown in the month ahead. As of today, flexible RA is stated on a seasonal 

basis. Flexible RA procurement is not subject to any locational requirements, although imports of flexible 

RA from outside the CAISO balancing area may be difficult to arrange, as the resource must be available 

for fifteen-minute dispatch by the CAISO to qualify. This will preclude the provision of flexible RA over 

the Pacific DC Intertie (see Transmission Intertie Capacity), which is capable of hourly scheduling only. 

 

Day-Ahead Imbalance Reserve Product 
 

Another proposal being put forward by CAISO is the introduction of a day-ahead imbalance reserve 

product. The proposal is in its infancy, with a straw proposal released by CAISO on February 28, 2018. The 

proposed day-ahead imbalance reserve product would procure both up and downward ramping resources 

to meet real-time discrepancies between forecasted and actual net load.107 This product is specifically 

designed to target the three-hour ramp associated with the “neck-of-the-duck.” Under the proposal, 

imports and exports (in addition to local generators) will be permitted to submit bids in the day-ahead 

imbalance reserve market. After the day-ahead imbalance market is cleared, resources that are awarded will 

be required to submit bids for the MW quantity of the imbalance award. If dispatched, the resource shall 

receive payment for the energy dispatched incremental to the payment for the day-ahead imbalance 

product. 

 

A day-ahead product may be preferable to BPA on the basis that it would not require a long-term 

commitment. As discussed in the section Statutory Obligations, BPA is statutorily allowed only to sell “surplus 

power” to customers outside of the Pacific Northwest. Such day-ahead reserve product sales may be more 

easily assessed to be surplus power than longer-term capacity provided under a resource adequacy proposal 

such as FRACMOO. 

 

These flexibility products aim to address some of the current limitations that skew the economics of inter-

regional sales between the Northwest and California. Federal hydro resources, which have within-hour 

adjustability, can provide the flexibility California needs to support increasing amounts of renewables if 

California adopts appropriate adjustable flexibility products, especially as several of California’s in-state 

natural gas flexible resources are expected to retire in the near-term. An appropriately structured flexible 

product may be offered in large quantities into a day-ahead market when supply-demand conditions in the 

Pacific Northwest are known and surplus power is available.  

                                                           
107 California Independent System Operator, Preview of Day Ahead Market Enhancements, February 2018. Available at 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/SupplementalPresentation-PreviewofDayAheadMarketEnhancements.pdf.  

http://www.caiso.com/Documents/SupplementalPresentation-PreviewofDayAheadMarketEnhancements.pdf
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5. Technical Constraints 

 

The following chapter describes some of the technical challenges that impact the Bonneville Power 

Administration (BPA) hydro operations and constrain the flexibility of its hydroelectric assets. In general, 

hydroelectric assets that are located along the same river system have natural limits to the flexibility of their 

operation either because of the seasonality of water flows or because they must run as one operational unit 

water flows from one dam influence the ability of the damn downstream to generate power. In the case of 

BPA, however, the hydro system must conform to additional technical constraints derived from the nature 

of the generation fleet, transmission capacity, and the prevailing structure of power markets in the region. 

This chapter explores these complexities and identifies the binding constraints to more efficient operation. 

 

BPA’s Flexible Generation Assets 
 

In general, hydroelectric power is one of the most flexible sources of electricity that has the additional 

benefit of being carbon free and providing energy storage (see Figure 18 comparing hydropower against 

other energy sources). The capacity of hydroelectric systems to reach maximum production from zero in a 

rapid and foreseeable manner allows it to balance demand and provide ancillary services to the electricity 

system. Moreover, storage capacity allows generation to be shifted to periods of high demand. Power plants 

with accumulation reservoirs also provide higher operational flexibility, since they can immediately respond 

to fluctuations in the demand for electricity as water availability does not constrain their operation. That is 

why large reservoirs with pumped storage capabilities offer ideal short and long-term operational flexibility. 

 
Figure 18 
Hydro is Uniquely Able to Support System Reliability108 
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Nuclear Yes Yes No No No No No 

Biomass Yes Yes 
Yes, could be 

limited 
Yes, could be 

limited 
Yes, could be 

limited 
No 

Depends on 
fuel 

Geothermal Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Solar PV 
Location 

dependent 
Yes 

Limited by 
energy 

potential 

Limited by 
energy 

potential 

Limited by 
energy 

potential 
No Yes 

Wind 
Location 

dependent 
Yes 

Limited by 
energy 

potential 

Limited by 
energy 

potential 

Limited by 
energy 

potential 
No Yes 

Demand 
Response 

Reduces 
peak need 

No 
Program 

dependent 
Program 

dependent 
Program 

dependent 
No Yes 

Energy 
Efficiency 

Reduces 
peak need 

Reduces 
energy need 

No No No No Yes 

Battery 
Storage 

Yes Uses energy Yes 
Yes, depends 

on size 
Yes, depends 

on size 
Yes N/A 

                                                           
108 Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference Committee, The Value of Hydropower to the Northwest Grid, November 2016. 
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Bonneville Power Administration markets power from 31 hydro projects. With a total installed capacity 

exceeding 22 GW, the system provides about one third of the electricity used in the Pacific Northwest. 

These facilities range in size from small projects of only a few kW to the massive Grand Coulee complex of 

6,800 MW, the largest electricity generation project in the United States. 

 

Despite the large amount of total capacity, few of the dams on the Federal Columbia River Power System 

(FCRPS) are truly flexible resources due to a series of constraints and the fact that reservoirs in the area 

must serve multiple purposes, which often prevail over electricity production. Only about a quarter of the 

Pacific Northwest’s dams are built for power production.109 Non-power constraints on the system include 

the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and additional environmental objectives, navigation, flood control, 

irrigation, and recreation, among others. For this reason, hydro units are under numerous operational 

constraints to keep river flows and reservoirs levels within stipulated limits for nine months of the year. 

These policy and legal constraints are explained in more detail in the Statutory Considerations section. 

 

The operational flexibility and generating capability of the Columbia River Basin hydroelectric system has 

been reduced since 1980, primarily due to efforts to better protect fish and wildlife. Over the past thirty 

years, the pattern of reservoir storage and release has shifted some winter river flow back into the spring 

and summer periods during the juvenile salmon migration period. In addition, minimum reservoir 

elevations have been modified to provide better habitat and food supplies for resident fish. 

 

In addition to these more recent environmental limitations, there are many other constraints requiring river 

flows and reservoir levels to be kept within permitted limits to respect higher-level priorities (e.g., public 

safety, irrigation, recreation) that take priority over the optimization of electricity generation in the complex 

process of planning/modelling for optimal hydro scheduling. What makes planning difficult is that, on the 

one hand, breaching these river flows and reservoir level regulations comes with costly penalties. On the 

other hand, spilling water is usually to be avoided because it is a sub-optimal use of the resource. Spilling, 

however, may be unavoidable during high inflow periods or because of uncertainty in the inflows.  

 

These requirements have reduced the hydroelectric system’s firm generating capability over the course of 

an average year by about 1,100 aMW110 from an average capacity of 8,500 aMW in 1990.111 In terms of firm 

peaking capability,112 the hydroelectric system’s peaking capability devoted to meeting firm load has 

dropped by about 5,000 MW since 1995.113 The system’s hydroelectric firm peaking capability is much 

smaller than its nameplate capacity because most hydroelectric facilities in the region have limited storage 

behind their reservoirs. Since peaking capability depends on the duration of the peak event, the longer the 

duration, the smaller the peaking capability will be. For example, the region’s hydroelectric system’s 

nameplate capacity is about 33,000 MW but it can only produce about 26,000 MW of sustained peak over a 

two-hour period. Its four-hour peaking capability drops to about 24,000 MW, while over ten hours, it can 

only provide about 19,000 MW of firm capacity.114 

                                                           
109 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
110 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement, July 2016. Available at 
www.nwcouncil.org/history/PacificNorthwestCoordinationAgreement. 
111 Interview with Randy Hardy on January 26, 2018. 
112 Firm peaking capability refers to an amount of generating capacity that can be dispatched with a high level of 
confidence during peak demand hours. 
113 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Seventh Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan, February 2016. 
114 Ibid. 

http://www.nwcouncil.org/history/PacificNorthwestCoordinationAgreement
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Figure 19 below shows the ten dams that are considered flexible and represent 90% of BPA’s installed 

capacity. These are Grand Coulee, Chief Joseph, four Snake River dams, and four Lower Columbia River 

dams.115 These assets are known within BPA as the “Big 10.” 

 

Figure 19 

Flexible Hydroelectric Dams in the Federal Power System116 
 

 
 

The functioning of these assets is also influenced by the fact the dams must operate as a unitary system 

along the river, as upstream dams affect flows downstream. For example, a cubic foot of water from Grand 

Coulee does not reach Bonneville until a day later,117 which must be considered when planning and 

dispatching the units – a complex optimization problem. Because of this characteristic of the hydro system, 

BPA’s flexible units have a combined ramp up rate of about 1,000 MW per hour, but limited ramp down 

ability.118 

 

As the first major dam upstream on the Columbia River, Grand Coulee determines the amount of water in 

all downstream projects. While the project does not have fish requirements, it is the only one of the ten 

dams that is materially impacted by flood control, since water must be stored behind the dam to minimize 

the risk of floods downstream.119 Chief Joseph (~2,600MW), located downstream of Grand Coulee, 

                                                           
115 Interview with Todd Miller, January 17, 2018. 
116 Graphic from Northwest River Partners. Available at https://nwriverpartners.org/hydro-system-structure. 
117 Randy Hardy, Testimony before the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, November 2017. 
118 Interview with Steve Kerns, January 26, 2018. 
119 Ibid. 

      Flexible dams on Columbia River 

       Flexible dams on Snake River  

https://nwriverpartners.org/hydro-system-structure
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operates mostly as a run-of-the-river project due to limited amount of storage. Further down, McNary 

(~1,100 MW) has some storage but not much capacity, which means it is usually the first project to spill. 

John Day (~2,400 MW) has good storage and good capacity, while The Dalles (~2,000 MW) has little 

storage but good capacity. Lastly, Bonneville (~1,200 MW) has limited capacity and limited storage. In 

contrast, the four lower Snake River dams have good flexibility overall. Figure 20 below summarizes the 

characteristics of the Big 10 plants. 

 

Figure 20 

Comparison of Capacity and Storage Capabilities across BPA’s Flexible Hydroelectric Resources120 
 

 Grand 
Coulee 

Chief 
Joseph 

McNary John Day The Dalles Bonneville 
Four Lower 
Snake River  

Installed 
Capacity 

       

7,079 MW 2,614 MW 1,120 MW 2,480 MW 2,086 MW 1,225 MW 3,483 MW 

Capacity Good Good Limited Good Good Limited Good 

Storage Good Limited Moderate Good Limited Limited Good 

 

 

 

BPA’s Transmission Assets 
 

BPA operates approximately 75% of the transmission capacity in the Northwest,121 which was primarily 

constructed to bring power from the large generating facilities in the east to demand centers on the coast. 

Transmission service is scheduled based on contracts power customers have with transmission providers. 

Given the extent of the transmission system that it owns and operates in the region, BPA is the main 

transmission provider, serving around 480 transmission customers,122 both public and privately-owned. 

 

BPA’s customers have both power and transmission service contracts that stipulate specific elements of the 

service, such as the points of receipt and delivery and the provision of ancillary services. Fewer than half of 

BPA’s preference customers (see Statutory Considerations section) are fully connected to BPA’s transmission 

system,123 which means that BPA relies on contractual transfer agreements to deliver power to those 

customers over investor-owned utilities and other preference customers’ transmission facilities. 

 

In recent years, the expansion of the Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) to include geographically dispersed 

balancing authorities and California’s 16 GW of solar capacity have had an impact on flow patterns and 

operations in the BPA system.124 Even if BPA is not participating in the EIM, the market’s growing 

footprint borders and transits BPA’s grid, meaning that Northwest EIM participants rely on BPA’s 

transmission for EIM operations. To control these actual physical flows that have no contractual 

                                                           
120 Interview with Steve Kerns, January 26, 2018. 
121 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
122 Ibid. 
123 Ibid. 
124 Bonneville Power Administration, 2017 Annual Report, November 2017. 
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counterparts, BPA and CAISO signed a Coordinated Transmission Agreement (CTA) effective July 2017 to share 

certain data and information that enhance monitoring and operations. This agreement is discussed in the 

next section. 

 

Structure of Transmission Charges 
 

Historically, BPA operated its transmission system to deliver federal power resources to load centers on a 

priority basis, so the costs of transmission were rolled into general rate provisions. Many public and 

privately-owned utilities operating within the Pacific Northwest hold legacy transmission rights for the 

delivery of energy over BPA infrastructure. These firm transmission rights give their owners rights to a 

specific delivery path on the transmission system. This creates challenges for optimizing transmission flows 

over the system. 

 

The practices used by BPA in providing transmission services make it difficult for BPA to sell excess 

capacity on the transmission system. Specifically, this is a result of BPA historically accommodating 

“redirect” requests. Redirects involve a transmission customer re-directing the flow of energy from the 

original path to a new “redirect path,” where the point of receipt and/or point of delivery of energy are 

adjusted. This may occur due to variations or outages of generation assets or changes to load being served 

by certain generation. To accommodate such requests, BPA must use conservative assumptions when 

scheduling energy flows to keep capacity open that could otherwise have been sold. BPA has historically 

sought to accommodate redirect requests for customers with firm transmission. 

 

Several market participants we spoke with cited the value of legacy transmission arrangements for certain 

customers under the current paradigm. Major such beneficiaries are Portland General Electric, Puget Sound 

Energy, and Pacificorp. Such parties have an incentive to maintain the existing arrangements, so would be 

resistant to most changes that would free up system capacity. One exception is Pacificorp, who have shown 

willingness to update arrangements to allow for increased flows on the transmission system. It was noted in 

our discussion, however, that Pacificorp would likely benefit in terms of increased sales if incremental 

capacity were freed up on the transmission system. 

 

The Coordinated Transmission Agreement agreed between BPA and CAISO in April 2017 is a step forward in 

more effectively utilizing the capacity of the transmission system. The agreement specifically pertains to the 

use of BPA’s transmission infrastructure for the provision of energy sold in CAISO’s EIM. While BPA has 

not indicated an intention to join the EIM, other users of BPA transmission system have joined or are in 

the process of doing so. These participants intend to utilize their existing transmission rights to facilitate 

transfers with other participants in the EIM. Under the agreement, BPA will share data and information 

with CAISO that will allow the system to achieve higher utilization. As the EIM continues to develop, and 

CAISO and BPA gain experience in managing the energy flows transacted in this market, there may be 

scope to make incremental efficiency improvements. 
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Transmission Intertie Capacity 
 

There are two major transmission pathways for energy flows between the Pacific Northwest and California, 

with an aggregate north-to-south transmission capacity of 8,020 MW. These two pathways are the 

California-Oregon Intertie (COI) and the Pacific DC Intertie (PDCI). These interties are known as Path 66 

and Path 65 respectively. The COI is an alternating current (AC) intertie, while the Pacific DC Intertie uses 

direct current. The COI can be scheduled in 15-minute intervals, while the PDCI is limited to scheduling in 

one-hour intervals. 

 

Interties allow utilities to take advantage of the different pattern of electricity use between the Northwest 

and Southwest, which have different seasonalities: the Pacific Northwest is still a winter-peaking system, 

driven by heating loads, while California is summer-peaking, due to air-conditioning loads. The 

complementary nature of California and the Pacific Northwest electricity supply and demand patterns 

makes the two regions natural trading partners. 

 

Figure 21 
Summary of Transmission Interties 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

The California-Oregon Intertie 
 

The California-Oregon Intertie (COI) consists of three 500kV lines, representing the aggregation of two 

projects: the Pacific AC Intertie (PACI) and the California-Oregon Transmission Project (COTP). The 

PACI is made up of two parallel lines, together rated at 3,200 MW. The COTP is made up of one line, 

rated at 1,600 MW. The total aggregate transmission capacity is therefore 4,800 MW (in a north-to-south 

                                                           
125 Transmission Utilization Group, COI Utilization Report, May 2011. Available at 
http://www.oatioasis.com/WASN/WASNdocs/COI_Utilization_Report_S.Anners.pdf.  
126 Conversation with Bonneville Power Administration, November 2017. 
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direction). Average flows on the COI are invariably in the north-to-south direction. The COI is capable of 

scheduling in 15-minute intervals, with dispatch in five-minute intervals. 

 

The COI is owned and operated by different parties on either side of the California-Oregon border. The 

owners to the north of the border are BPA, Pacificorp, and Portland General Electric.127 Additional parties 

have purchased capacity rights from BPA for transmission on this segment of the intertie. These parties are 

Puget Sound Energy, Seattle City Light, Pacific Northwest Generating Cooperative, Snohomish County 

Public Utility District, and Tacoma Power.128 BPA owns transmission rights to 2,725 MW (56.8% of COI 

capacity) north of the California-Oregon border.129 South of the border, ownership differs between the 

PACI and COTP. The PACI lines are owned by Western Area Power Administration (WAPA),130 Pacific 

Gas & Electric, and Pacificorp. The COTP is owned by the Transmission Agency of Northern California 

(TANC),131 WAPA, Redding, San Juan, and Carmichael.132 Owners of capacity rights can re-sell their firm 

transmission rights on either a long- or short-term basis.  

 

Figure 22 

COI Average Monthly Energy Flows133 

North-to-South Flows (MW) 

 
 
 

In 2011, the owners of the COI undertook a study to analyze “the factors influencing COI usage and the 

obstacles preventing higher utilization.”134 Figure 22 above summarizes average flows on the COI. The 

study found that the key driver of north-to-south energy flows on the COI was the price differential 

between the major price hubs on each side of the intertie (NP-15 for California and Mid-C for the 

Northwest). As can be seen from Figure 23 below, taken from the study, daily average usage increases 

promptly as the price differential increases, with the intertie approaching capacity as the price differential 

                                                           
127 Transmission Utilization Group, COI Utilization Report, May 2011. Available at 
http://www.oatioasis.com/WASN/WASNdocs/COI_Utilization_Report_S.Anners.pdf. 
128 Ibid. 
129 Ibid. 
130 Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) markets and transmits wholesale electricity from multi-use water 
projects in a 15-state region of the central and western U.S. 
131 The Transmission Agency of Northern California (TANC) is a joint powers agency established by a group of 
California publicly-owned utilities. 
132 Transmission Utilization Group, COI Utilization Report, May 2011. Available at 
http://www.oatioasis.com/WASN/WASNdocs/COI_Utilization_Report_S.Anners.pdf. 
133 Bonneville Power Administration. Available at https://transmission.bpa.gov/business/operations/Paths/.  
134 Transmission Utilization Group, PNW/CA Transmission Investigations, May 2011. Available at 
http://www.oatioasis.com/SMD1/SMD1docs/exec_summary_pnw_ca_trans_6_14_2011_clean.pdf. 
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reaches above $15/MWh. We note that because of California’s cap-and-trade scheme, prevailing electricity 

prices in that state are consistently higher than in the Pacific Northwest. 

 

Figure 23 

Correlation of COI North-South Daily Usage to NP-15 and Mid-C Price Spread135 

MWh 

 
 

The total rated capacity of the COI of 4,800 MW in the north-to-south direction is an upper limit. In 

practice, the actual capacity at any given time, known as the Total Transfer Capability (TTC) is often lower. 

Figure 24 shows actual north-to-south energy flows on the COI (in blue) and TTC in red. This is driven by 

generation and load sources in proximity to the intertie and interactions with other WECC transmission 

paths. For instance, the hydroelectric generation assets in northern California have a major impact on 

energy flows in the COI, so reduce actual capacity. The owners of the COI have calculated that if hydro in 

northern California is operating at more than 60% of its 4,100 MW capacity, the capacity of the COI will 

begin to be reduced. If these hydro assets are operating at 100%, the COI capacity will be reduced to 3,950 

MW.136 Factors that impact the real-time capacity of the COI include: 

▪ Northern California hydro generation; 

▪ Other Northern California generation; 

▪ Northern California load; 

▪ Northwest hydro and thermal generation dispatch; 

▪ Northwest load levels; and 

▪ Reno-Alturas (Path 76 or NW-Sierra) flow. 

 

                                                           
135 Transmission Utilization Group, COI Utilization Report, May 2011. Available at 
http://www.oatioasis.com/WASN/WASNdocs/COI_Utilization_Report_S.Anners.pdf. 
136 Transmission Utilization Group, PNW/CA Transmission Investigations, May 2011. Available at 
http://www.oatioasis.com/SMD1/SMD1docs/exec_summary_pnw_ca_trans_6_14_2011_clean.pdf. 

http://www.oatioasis.com/WASN/WASNdocs/COI_Utilization_Report_S.Anners.pdf
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BPA officials have noted that the increasing number of server farms in Central Oregon in recent years is 

increasing load requirements north of the border, thus reducing TTC on the COI.137 

 

Figure 24 

Actual COI Energy Flows (15-min Averages) – January 2018138 

MW 

 
 

For energy from the Northwest to be able to provide ramping in a north-to-south direction, the COI must 

be sufficiently unconstrained at the beginning of the ramp period so that there is headroom for the ramp 

increase. This is hindered by the existence of HLH block contracts on the intertie, which typically serve 

load from 6am to 10pm. Because California prices are consistently substantially higher than those in the 

Northwest, such longer duration contracts make economic sense for BPA to provide (see discussion in 

section on The Economics of Inter-Regional Sales). 

 

Figure 25 shows that Northern California prices (NP-15) are higher than those in the Northwest (Mid-C), 

with the differential continuing to grow. Over the past five years, the average price differential was 

$9.1/MWh. The incentives resulting from this price differential led California’s inter-agency Renewable 

Energy Transmission Initiative 2.0 to report in February 2017 that there is “currently no existing capacity 

available for new fully-deliverable resources from either generation in Northern California or imports from 

the Northwest.”139 The report suggested that the only substantive solution would be the construction of a 

fourth 500kV COI line from the Oregon border to Tracy area at an estimated cost of $2 billion to $4 

billion.140 It was noted that it was unknown if the existing corridors “are capable of accommodating more 

lines” and that such upgrades would face substantial permitting challenges. 

 

Unless and until the price differential between California and the Pacific Northwest during the evening 

(neck-of-the-duck) ramping period becomes high enough to compensate BPA to not sell energy in the 

hours prior to the ramp period, BPA will be incentivized to continue to sell energy in longer timeframe 

                                                           
137 Interview with Ravi Aggarwal, February 8, 2018. 
138 Bonneville Power Administration. Available at https://transmission.bpa.gov/business/operations/Paths/. 
139 California Energy Commission, Renewable Energy Transmission Initiative 2.0 Plenary Report, February 2017. Available at 
http://docketpublic.energy.ca.gov/PublicDocuments/15-RETI- 
02/TN216198_20170223T095548_RETI_20_Final_Plenary_Report.pdf. 
140 Ibid.  
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contracts (e.g., 16-hour HLH contracts). Alternately, BPA could be compensated through new flexibility 

products, such as the FRACMOO and 15-minute day-ahead capacity products that CAISO is developing, 

or other market constructs that reduce revenue uncertainty outside block energy contracts. 

 

Figure 25 

California vs Northwest Spot Price Differential (Peak Prices)141 

$/MWh 

 

 

Dynamic Transfer Capability 
 

The variability and uncertainty of renewable generation resources is changing the nature of transfers 

between balancing authorities. While historically transfers have been predictable and scheduled in hourly 

intervals, they are increasingly required in intra-hour intervals and with higher levels of unpredictability,142 

as discussed in more detail in the section on Regional Context that covers recent market developments. In 

some instances, these intra-hour transfers can be anticipated, but not in all cases (for instance, in the event 

of unforecasted wind output variation). The ability of the system operator to adjust energy flows in real-

time is critical to providing balancing services.  

 

On the COI, the length of the intertie and the lack of dynamic voltage support along its distance mean 

there are limitations to the rate of change of power flows that the intertie can support. According to an 

internal BPA analysis, the current dynamic transfer capability (DTC) limit on the COI is 400 MW.143 This is 

the amount by which the flow on the COI can vary in any five-minute period. BPA staff noted that this 400 

MW could be used more effectively, as it is currently allocated separately by multiple parties. By agreeing to 

a coordinated approach to reserving transfer capacity, better utilization may be possible. Additionally, BPA 

is undertaking work to evaluate potential increases in feasible DTC limits. Internal analysis suggests that 

600 MW is feasible but will require certain operational changes. If scheduling in 15-minute intervals, the 

entire 4,800 MW capacity of the COI is available. 

 

                                                           
141 S&P Global Market Intelligence. 
142 Transmission Utilization Group, PNW/CA Transmission Investigations, May 2011. Available at 
http://www.oatioasis.com/SMD1/SMD1docs/exec_summary_pnw_ca_trans_6_14_2011_clean.pdf. 
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In the context of a California net load ramp of 13,000 MW over a three-hour period, the question is what 

amount of this load ramp the COI and PDCI will be able to absorb. Based on the current levels of energy 

flows, the greatest constraint to meeting California’s ramping need using Northwest hydro is the high 

amount of existing energy flows on the COI. 

 

Pacific DC Intertie  
 

The Pacific DC Intertie (PDCI) connects The Dalles, Oregon with Sylmar in Southern California. The 

intertie is jointly owned between BPA and the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP). 

The capacity of the PDCI is 3,200 MW. As with the COI, energy flows on the DC intertie tend to be in the 

north-to-south direction. 

 

Figure 26 
Actual PDCI Energy Flows (15-min Averages) – January 2018144 
MW 

 
 

The PDCI can schedule energy flows only in one-hourly increments. This limits the ability of the PDCI to 

provide shaped energy that can support the California load ramp. BPA is currently working to overhaul 

existing manual scheduling processes to allow for power orders to be automatically dispatched from BPA 

to Celilo. Currently dispatches are communicated by a phone call from BPA in Vancouver, WA to Celilo, 

where it is then manually inputted into the software.145 In addition to scheduling improvements, BPA 

estimates that the capacity of the PDCI could be increased by an incremental 250-600 MW if LADWP 

invests in terminal upgrades at the southern end of the PDCI.  

 

 

Structure of BPA’s Energy Contracts and Energy Products 
 

BPA’s hydroelectric power supply depends on the amount and timing of precipitation in the Columbia 

River Basin and the shape, or timing, of the resulting runoff. For ratemaking purposes, BPA balances its 

firm load obligations with the runoff consistent with “critical water conditions” (see section on Water Use). 

This assumption yields estimated power generation under historically low water conditions, which provides 

BPA with a reliable, but conservative, estimate of the power available to meet firm load obligations.  

                                                           
144 Bonneville Power Administration. Available at https://transmission.bpa.gov/business/operations/Paths/. 
145 Interview with Ravi Aggarwal, February 8, 2018. 
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As discussed in more detail in the section on Statutory Considerations, federal firm power is provided to meet 

regional preference customer loads first. BPA may also sell firm power to other entities, including regional 

investor-owned utilities and direct-service industrial customers. Power produced in excess of BPA’s firm 

load obligations, if available, is considered by BPA to be surplus power and is sold in the Western 

Interconnection wholesale power markets. When generation is not sufficient to meet loads, BPA purchases 

power on the wholesale markets or acquires the output of other resources. 

 

Energy Contracts 
 

The structure of BPA contracts has changed throughout the years. The Comprehensive Review of the Northwest 

Energy System, a comprehensive report finalized in 1996, had recommended a subscription process to 

allocate the benefits of federal power that would maintain consistency with the Northwest public purposes 

and balance risks between participants, primarily shifting more risk onto customers and away from the BPA 

and the U.S. Treasury. Customers would buy under long-term contracts at BPA’s costs, regardless of 

current market prices.  

 

The most recent contracts date from December 2008, when BPA executed Regional Dialogue Contract High 

Water Mark contracts with its federal agency, public agency and public cooperative, and tribal utility 

customers. These contracts obligate BPA to provide firm power deliveries from October 1, 2011, through 

September 30, 2028. Three types of products were offered to customers: Load Following, Slice/Block, and 

Block. Of the 136 public agency and public cooperative customers who signed Regional Dialogue 

Contracts, 120 are currently Load Following, 14 are Slice/Block, and two are Block only customers.146 

 

To segregate costs associated with the existing federal system and additional amounts of power needed to 

serve load growth, BPA’s priority firm power rates were divided into two tiers of service, Tier 1 and Tier 2, 

each priced according to the costs of resources contained in that tier. The first tier consists of a pro-rated 

share of existing firm load carrying capability of the federal base system at its cost, and the second tier 

refers to power needed to meet customer needs in excess of that amount, including load growth, at the 

marginal cost. These products effectively ended BPA’s practice of responding to the collective load growth 

of its customers, melding the costs with those of its existing FCRPS resource, and charging a single rate. 

 

Currently, the average cost of BPA’s Tier 1 power is roughly $37/MWh. Ninety of BPA’s public utility 

customers are projected to exceed their Tier 1 allocations in 2017 and thus will have to acquire additional 

resources.147 However, prices for wholesale power purchased in the wholesale market remain relatively low, 

often below the cost of new resources or even below Bonneville’s Tier 1 rate. While spot market prices can 

be volatile, the addition of large amounts of new renewable resources with low variable operating costs has 

contributed to low spot market prices. To the extent that BPA or utilities purchase power in the short-term 

market to meet their incremental resource needs, this mutes the Tier 2 price signal and creates an economic 

incentive to rely on short-term market purchases. 

 

The Load Following product gives BPA responsibility for serving a customer’s load up to its high-water 

mark,148 net of a defined amount of resources the customer acquires on its own. It allows customers to 

                                                           
146 Bonneville Power Administration, 2017 Pacific Northwest Loads and Resources Study, December 2017. 
147 Bonneville Power Administration, Power Rates for FY 2018-2019, October 2017. Available at 
https://www.bpa.gov/Finance/RateInformation/Pages/Current-Power-Rates.aspx.  
148 The high-water mark is based on a customer’s FY 2010 measured load, taking any unusual circumstances into 
account.  

https://www.bpa.gov/Finance/RateInformation/Pages/Current-Power-Rates.aspx
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purchase Tier 2 from BPA or non-federal sources. BPA provides a complete menu of needed hourly 

services on top of that. 

 

Block products leave customers responsible for serving their own load, except for a defined portion 

purchased from BPA in either a flat amount in all hours of the year or shaped to a customer’s Tier 1 

monthly net requirement. The portion of the block served at Tier 2 is flat across the years but shaping 

capacity can be added to a Block product. 

 

BPA reserved 27% of the Tier 1 system capability for Slice/Block customers.149 The Slice/Block contract 

provides for the combined purchase of two separate products: the Block portion provides a set amount of 

firm requirement power to serve only a portion of annual net requirement, while the Slice portion is a 

resource-based product that is linked to the actual generation shape of the FCRPS. The Slice portion 

includes both requirement energy and surplus energy. As such, Slice clients accept the risks and benefits of 

fluctuations in the output of the federal system (volume runoff, market price volatility, resource outages) 

and accept responsibility for managing their percentage share of the federal system output to serve load.  

 

BPA is currently also making direct federal power sales and deliveries to Alcoa and Port Townsend Paper 

Corporation. Both Alcoa and Port Townsend’s contracts with BPA run through September 30, 2022. 

Direct service industrial deliveries are forecasted at 87.6 aMW and expected to remain at that level.150 

 

Traded Energy Products 
 

For surplus power traded at the wholesale level, most trading in the WECC is governed by the general 

terms of the Western Systems Power Pool (WSPP) Agreement, which sets standard terms for products. 

These terms can be adjusted by the mutual agreement of contracting parties. Trading occurs in over-the-

counter markets of the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) and typically takes place between 5:30am and 

6:30am Pacific time, for deliveries the following day.151 For CAISO, bids are submitted by 10am day-ahead, 

with the notification of awards at around 1pm. Therefore, the CAISO market lags the bilateral trading 

market in the Northwest. This timing mismatch creates challenges for traders who can sell energy in either 

the Northwest or California. 

 

There are broadly three types of energy products traded under the WSPP Agreement. These are firm 

energy, unit commitment energy, and economy energy.152 Firm energy is structured to assure reliability of 

service to the load and is interruptible only due to a force majeure event. Unit commitment energy specifies 

the generation unit and is generally not interruptible (except in unforeseen circumstances). Economy energy 

is the least contractually onerous, with no damages for failure to deliver or receive. While it is not 

standardized, market practice tends to favor two periods for the delivery of energy; Heavy Load Hours 

(HLH) and Light-Load Hours (LLH). While these can vary, HLH sales tend to be for the 16-hour period 

from 6am to 10pm, Monday through Saturday.153 LLH sales are for the hours 10pm to 6am, and all day on 

Sundays. While trades can be made in 15-minute increments, the vast majority of energy sales are in one-

hour increments. 

 

                                                           
149 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016.  
150 Bonneville Power Administration, 2017 Pacific Northwest Loads and Resources Study, December 2017. 
151 Interview with Eric Federovitch, February 23, 2018. 
152 Western Systems Power Pool Agreement. 
153 Bonneville Power Administration, Power Loads and Resources Study, July 2011. Available at 
https://www.bpa.gov/Finance/RateCases/InactiveRateCases/BP12/Final%20Proposal/BP-12-FS-BPA-03.pdf.  

https://www.bpa.gov/Finance/RateCases/InactiveRateCases/BP12/Final%20Proposal/BP-12-FS-BPA-03.pdf
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With the advent and growth of the duck curve in California and the need to manage volatile wind resources 

in the Northwest, there may be additional opportunity for beneficial daily exchanges between the regions. 

In the low-demand spring shoulder period, excess solar generation in California can lead to an over-supply 

situation at mid-day and a steep upward system ramp in the evening as the sun sets. While surplus hydro 

conditions in the Northwest may complicate the situation, there should be opportunities to “bank” mid-day 

California solar generation behind Northwest dams and draw down that supply in the evening when 

upward ramp is needed, given appropriate commercial agreements. However, the commonly traded 6x16 

firm energy blocks that dominate the interstate markets today are not a good fit for this growing issue. At 

the same time, the scheduling protocols for the CAISO market can make it difficult for parties to structure 

the types of transactions that could meet this emerging need. 

 

The flexibility of the hydro system decreases as real-time approaches, since most flow commitments occur 

by, at the latest, the day-ahead timeframe. This will limit the effectiveness of the EIM in meeting ramping 

needs in California, since it is only a real-time market. BPA suggested that the current 6x16 block product 

could potentially transition into a more flexible shaped product under the right conditions to reflect the 

changing circumstances on the grid.  

 

The increasing penetration of intermittent renewable generation resources has led WSPP market 

participants to assess the development of new products. Under the WSPP agreement, there is no 

impediment to modifying contracts to provide shorter delivery periods. A shorter duration product may 

allow for better load-balancing than the standard, longer-duration HLH or LLH products. However, 

consensus could not be achieved in discussions around how a new product should be defined. This is 

because balancing requirements differ considerably based on location, season, and time-of-day. BPA staff 

have explained that while some parties trade “what could loosely be described as an evening HLH 

product,” there is no consensus around the appropriate economics to standardize such products.154 

 
An additional consideration is the scheduling mismatch between PNW and CAISO that occurs because of 

the different timing of the CAISO markets and bilateral trading in the WECC. Since the WECC markets 

operate through bilateral agreements, the bulk of the trading for day-ahead transactions occurs daily 

between 5.30am and 6.30am. In contrast, the bids within the ISO are received by 10am for the day-ahead 

market, with notifications by 1pm. As a result, from the perspective of PNW market participants, the bulk 

of trading will occur before the ISO accepts bid submissions, which disincentivizes holding out inventory 

in the morning in the expectation of higher price spreads between PNW and California. In the absence of 

these scheduling constraints, BPA could better optimize the scheduling of surplus energy by evaluating 

sales into these two markets simultaneously.  

  

                                                           
154 Interview with Larry Kitchen, February 2, 2018. 
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6. Statutory Considerations 

 

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is subject to numerous legal constraints and requirements, 

outlined in detail in the following section. These include legal mandates and preferences, jurisdictional 

issues, as well as environmental considerations. 

 

BPA’s Mandate 
 

As a federal power marketing administration, the statutes commanding BPA’s activities comprise a complex 

set of federal laws. These include, but are not limited to the following statutes and their amendments: 

▪ The Federal Power Act (1920), which was enacted to coordinate the hydroelectric projects in the U.S. 

and encouraged the development of hydroelectric projects; 

▪ The Bonneville Project Act (1937), which stipulated that the new power agency would market and 

transmit power from federal dams following the principle of public preference; 

▪ The Pick-Sloan Flood Control Act (1944), which authorized the construction of numerous dams and 

modifications to previously existing dams across the United States for flood control; 

▪ The Columbia River Treaty (1964), the agreement between Canada and the U.S. on the development 

and operation of dams in the upper Columbia River basin for power and flood control benefits in 

both countries; 

▪ The Pacific Northwest Consumer Power Preference Act (1964) (The “PNW Preference Act”), which states 

that Northwest utilities have a right of first-refusal for any surplus power marketed by BPA; and 

▪ The Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act (1980) (The “Northwest Power Act”), 

which sets provisions for selling power, acquiring resources, implementing energy conservation 

measures, as well as for addressing the impact on fish and wildlife of hydroelectric dams. 

 

The requirements of the various statutes inform BPA’s threefold mission, to assure the Pacific 

Northwest:155 

▪ An adequate, efficient, economical, and reliable power supply;  

▪ A transmission system that is adequate to the task of integrating and transmitting power from federal 

and non-federal generating units, providing service to BPA's customers, providing interregional 

interconnections, and maintaining electrical reliability and stability; and   

▪ Mitigation of the impacts on fish and wildlife from the federally owned hydroelectric projects from 

which BPA markets power. 

 

  

                                                           
155 The Bonneville Power Administration, Mission Statement and Values. Available at 
https://www.bpa.gov/news/AboutUs/Pages/Mission-Vision-Values.aspx.  

https://www.bpa.gov/news/AboutUs/Pages/Mission-Vision-Values.aspx
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Public and Regional Preference 
 

There are three key statutes that construct BPA’s legal requirements to prioritize certain customers in its 

marketing of energy. The statutes define two main types of preference customers: public preference and regional 

preference. 

 
 

Public Preference 

Public preference refers to the requirement that BPA give priority to public bodies and cooperatives in 

the sale of power. This is defined in the Bonneville Project Act, which states that “the administrator shall at 

all times, in disposing of electric energy… give preference and priority to public bodies and 

cooperatives.”156 In practice, this preference extends to regional municipalities, public utility districts, 

cooperatives and tribal utilities. 
 

 
 

Regional Preference 

Regional preference refers to the requirement that BPA give priority to customers in the Pacific 

Northwest157 region over customers outside it. This is defined in the PNW Preference Act, which states 

that the sale of energy “for use outside the Pacific Northwest shall be limited to surplus energy and 

surplus peaking capacity.”158 Surplus energy is defined as “electric energy generated at Federal 

hydroelectric plants in the Pacific Northwest which would otherwise be wasted because of the lack of a 

market therefore in the Pacific Northwest at any established rate.”159 
 

 

Preference was first applied to consumer-owned electric systems in the Reclamation Act of 1902, which gave 

municipalities preferred access to surplus power from federal irrigation projects.160 One of the reasons for 

this decision was to ensure that the benefits of federally-funded power were passed through to the public at 

the lowest possible cost. Another was to help extend these benefits to remote areas where the high cost of 

power delivery limited the provision of service from private entities. Preference was also meant to prevent 

the monopolization of public resources by private interests.161 

 

Public preference was institutionalized further with the passage of the 1937 Bonneville Project Act, which 

authorized the completion of the Bonneville Dam, the creation of the BPA, and the construction of federal 

power transmission lines connecting remote dams to population centers. The Bonneville Project Act 

specifically stipulates that preference be provided to consumer-owned systems to ensure that hydropower 

projects are operated for the benefit of the general public, particularly residential and rural customers. This 

legislation holds importance for the Northwest, since it has a total of 127 consumer-owned electric systems, 

the largest number in the country, which serve about 40% of the region’s load.162 Several consumer-owned 

utilities rely solely on BPA for their power, while others purchase the majority of their power from BPA. 

 

                                                           
156 16 U.S. Code § 832c. 
157 In this context, the Pacific Northwest is defined as the area of Oregon, Washington, and Montana west of the 
Continental Divide and portions of Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho that are either within the Columbia drainage 
basin or determined by the Secretary of Energy to be within the marketing area of the FCRPS. 
158 16 U.S. Code § 837. 
159 Ibid. 
160 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016.  
161 Ibid. 
162 Ibid. 
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Regional preference was established through the Pacific Northwest Power Preference Act of 1964, which states 

that Northwest utilities have a right of first-refusal (first consumer-owned utilities and then other 

customers) for any power marketed by BPA that is surplus to the needs of the Pacific Northwest region.163 

 

Due to the unique nature of electricity which requires simultaneous generation and consumption, it is not 

straightforward to interpret these preference statutes. For instance, for a standard physical good that can be 

stored for a certain period of time, preference may reasonably involve giving the beneficiary some amount 

of time to consider whether to accept or refuse their preference right. However, the same logic becomes 

more complicated in the application of preference rights to the provision of electric energy that cannot be 

economically stored. 

 

A further complication is the definition of surplus power. When we consider the various timeframes across 

which electricity is scheduled and marketed, the definition of what is surplus energy is not straightforward. 

For instance, in a real-time market, energy is dispatched more or less immediately, so it is plausible to 

suggest that if there were any instantaneous excess supply, there would not be sufficient time to see if a 

preference buyer wanted to purchase it. Whereas in a market with a larger lead time between scheduling 

and dispatch, such as a day-ahead market, this interval may give sufficient time to the marketer to find a 

preference buyer for the electricity. Therefore, there may be a distinction between what constitutes surplus 

energy in a real-time market versus a day-ahead market. This is to say that it may be easier to identify energy 

as surplus energy in a real-time market than in a day-ahead market. 

 

The definition of surplus energy in the PNW Preference Act states specifically that it must be energy that 

could not be marketed in the PNW “at any established rate”. This suggests that a party seeking to argue that 

BPA had breached regional preference (by exporting some amount of energy outside the region) would 

need only to prove that some demand for the exported electricity would have existed had rates been lower. 

Given the basic laws of supply and demand, this would not theoretically be a difficult argument to mount. 

Again however, this issue is complicated by whether the energy sold was done so day-ahead or in real-time. 

If the preference customer was able to face this decision day-ahead, they may feasibly be able to signal to 

BPA their desire to exercise their priority to the electricity and thus utilize their preference. If the 

transaction took place in real-time, it would be difficult (if not impossible) for BPA to ascertain whether in-

region demand for the potentially surplus energy existed. Therefore, the risk of a breach of preference 

increases with the time interval between the scheduling decision and actual dispatch. 

 

We understand that public preference pertains only to the supply of electricity, and not to its price. 

Therefore, in an increasingly integrated electricity system (either in the Pacific Northwest or a larger 

footprint), there is limited scope for a breach of this preference statute provided that BPA (or another 

market operator) can maintain a stable supply of electricity to meet the demand of all users. The issue of 

regional preference is more challenging, given its more specific definition of what constitutes surplus 

energy. Under this definition, a breach of regional preference may occur if a customer outside the Pacific 

Northwest receives energy that a customer within the Pacific Northwest could successfully argue it would 

have purchased if it had been made available at “any established rate.” Based on our discussions with BPA 

constituents, we understand that the risk of a breach of preference will be minimized provided that BPA is 

able to meet its obligations under high-water mark contracts (discussed in the section Structure of BPA’s 

Energy Contracts and Energy Products). 

 

                                                           
163 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
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Given the complex nature of these statutory requirements, a detailed legal analysis of BPA’s public and 

regional preference statutes should be undertaken to evaluate this risk. This should include an assessment 

of how electricity is likely to be treated by a court. Thus, this will necessitate an evaluation of precedent 

statutes relating to the sale of electricity and specifically any that mandate that specific customers receive 

preference in the sale of electricity. 

 

 

FERC Jurisdiction 
 

As a federal agency, BPA is expressly exempted from regulation by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) and is therefore considered a “non-jurisdictional” entity.164 However, BPA is still 

subject to oversight where specifically defined by federal law. For instance, section 7(a)(2) of the Northwest 

Power Act requires that FERC must review BPA’s rates and confirm that they:165 

1. are sufficient to assure repayment of the Federal investment in the Federal Columbia River Power 

System over a reasonable number of years after first meeting the Administrator’s other costs; 

2. are based upon the Administrator’s total system costs; and 

3. insofar as transmission rates are concerned, equitably allocate the costs of the Federal transmission 

system between Federal and non-Federal power utilizing such system. 

 

BPA’s status as the marketer of hydropower generated in the Federal Columbia River Power System means 

that BPA’s activities have major impacts in areas outside of those typically regulated by FERC, areas such 

as agriculture, water use, and the natural environment. The way in which BPA is to regulate its activities in 

these areas is defined in various federal statutes. Thus, FERC does not have oversight in these areas. The 

nature of FERC’s limited authority is concisely explained in the Commission’s 2003 White Paper on 

Wholesale Power Market Platform: 

“Any decision of Bonneville to meet its obligations and operational responsibilities with respect to such matters 

as irrigation, flood control, treaties, environmental rules, and the like is solely Bonneville's to make and is not 

jurisdictional to the Commission. While the Commission has limited jurisdiction over Bonneville's rates under 

the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act, the contracts between Bonneville and its 

customers do not require Commission review or approval.”166 

For this reason, the authority granted to FERC is generally limited to instances where “other statutory 

mandates” do not otherwise dictate the provision of transmission services.167 For instance, the Federal Power 

Act gives FERC authority to “order the Administrator of the Bonneville Power Administration to provide 

transmission service and establish the terms and conditions of such service.”168 If an order by FERC under 

this statute were to conflict with another of BPA’s statutory requirements, then FERC would not have 

authority to issue such an order. This creates some uncertainty in the law. It follows that if there is 

uncertainty around the interpretation of BPA’s other statutory mandates, then there may be uncertainty 

around the extent of FERC’s jurisdiction. 

 

                                                           
164 16 U.S. Code § 824(f). 
165 16 U.S. Code § 839e(a)(2). 
166 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, White Paper: Wholesale Power Market Platform, April 2003. Available at 
https://sites.hks.harvard.edu/hepg/Standard_Mkt_dsgn/FERC_White_paper_042803.pdf.  
167 16 U.S. Code § 824k(i)(4). 
168 16 U.S. Code § 824k(i)(1). 

https://sites.hks.harvard.edu/hepg/Standard_Mkt_dsgn/FERC_White_paper_042803.pdf
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FERC has shown a willingness to exercise jurisdiction in the operation of BPA’s transmission system. In 

December 2011, FERC ruled against BPA’s wind curtailment program, arguing that it resulted in “non-

comparable transmission service that is unduly discriminatory and preferential.”169 This ruling was in 

accordance with Section 211A of the Federal Power Act. It was argued that under this section of the act, 

FERC has authority even in instances where an order would conflict with BPA’s other statutory 

obligations.170 

 

In terms of its transmission infrastructure, as a federal entity BPA is generally not subject to FERC’s orders 

or the full scope of its regulations. However, in the aftermath of Orders 888 and 889, BPA decided to offer 

voluntarily open access to its transmission system and subsequently filed an open-access transmission tariff 

with FERC. We note that if certain elements of the operation of BPA’s transmission assets were to come 

under the control of another (regional) entity, this may increase the scope of FERC’s jurisdiction. 

 

 

Environmental Considerations 
 

Environmental considerations affecting the operations of BPA include use of water requirements 

throughout the Columbia River basin, fish and wildlife limitations as encoded in the Endangered Species Act, 

and clean energy policies that have spurred the development of renewable generation, particularly wind and 

solar, as well as carbon pricing mechanisms. 

 

Water Use 
 

The Columbia River basin covers a territory the size of France. Weather patterns in this geography can 

fluctuate wildly, affecting flow conditions, and making forecasts very difficult. Operating the dams 

represent a complex optimization problem, as upstream dams affect flows downstream. The river system 

has not only federal power projects, but also non-federal ones, as well as Canadian players, each with 

individual objective functions beyond the control of the BPA.  

 

Operation of FCRPS dams requires complex coordination with multiple entities, each with a different 

prerogative: 

▪ U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for flood risk management; 

▪ Bonneville Power Administration in coordination with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers for hydropower generation; 

▪ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

(FWS) for the implementation of the Endangered Species Act (ESA); 

▪ Tribes for management for fisheries, cultural resources, recreation, and the Clean Water Act; 

▪ Irrigation Districts and Municipalities for Irrigation and water supply; 

▪ National Park Service and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation for recreation; and 

▪ State-level agencies for management of fisheries, the Clean Water Act, and water rights. 

 

The 1964 Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement stipulates conditions for the operation of the region’s hydro 

projects as though they were controlled by a single operator, without prioritizing individual needs of the 

                                                           
169 Order Granting Petition, 137 FERC ¶ 61,185 (2011). Available at. 
https://www.ferc.gov/EventCalendar/Files/20111207083529-EL11-44-000.pdf.  
170 Ibid. 

https://www.ferc.gov/EventCalendar/Files/20111207083529-EL11-44-000.pdf
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signatories’ systems. The agreement calls for an annual planning process that takes into considerations all 

the various purposes of the projects, as well as weekly plans based on reservoir levels, the status of thermal 

plants, recent loads, and projected stream flows.171 This agreement is currently set to continue through 

2024. 

 

There are numerous considerations that affect flow priorities. First, actual water conditions dictate what 

flows will be possible. Second, according to BPA, the “need to provide full irrigation supply to the 

Columbia Basin Project takes precedence.”172 Third, flood risk management considerations pose 

restrictions on the operations of the dams (Grand Coulee in particular). Fourth, environmental flows and 

water level requirements, primarily aimed at minimizing harm to fish populations create operational 

requirements. Lastly, the system is managed to allow for the recreational use of its lakes (chiefly Lake 

Roosevelt above Grand Coulee dam). The power generation capability of the assets has been described by 

BPA management as the residual after each of these operational constraints has been met.  

 

Figure 27 

Variability of Monthly Hydro Generation173 

Energy (aMW) 

 
 

Figure 27 shows the variability of average monthly energy output under various streamflow scenarios. BPA 

uses water levels during the precedent years of 1937, 1958, and 1974 as internal benchmarks for critical, 

average, and high-water conditions, respectively. As can be seen in the graph, energy output is constrained 

during the late summer and fall, from August to November, as “streamflows are reduced due to depleted 

snowpack and lower precipitation levels.”174 Energy output during these months does not vary greatly year-

on-year. January to July is characterized by substantial year-on-year volatility due to variations in rainfall and 

snowpack conditions over the winter and spring. 

 

To ensure that it has sufficient generation to meet load, BPA bases its resource planning on critical water 

conditions, a conservative scenario. Under critical water conditions, the Pacific Northwest hydro system 

                                                           
171 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
172 HDR Engineering, Hydroelectric Pumped Storage for Enabling Variable Energy Resources within the Federal Columbia River 
Power System, September 2010. Available at http://www.hydro.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/BPA-Proof-of-
Concept-Final-Sep30.pdf.  
173 Bonneville Power Administration, 2017 Pacific Northwest Loads and Resources Study, December 2017. 
174 Ibid. 
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would produce the least amount of power while considering the historical streamflow record, power and 

non-power operating constraints, the planned operation of non-hydro resources, and system load 

requirements. For operational purposes, BPA assumes critical water conditions during the eight-month 

critical period of September 1936 through April 1937. This is termed “1937 critical water conditions.” The 

hydro generation estimates under critical water conditions determine the critical period firm energy for the 

regulated and independent hydro projects. This is called the FELCC, or firm energy load carrying capability. 

The FELCC is determined not only for BPA, but for the region as a whole and for each participant to the 

Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement. Other operational guidelines developed include flood control rule 

curves, assured reservoir refill curves, energy content curves, and variable energy content curves. 

 

After considering water conditions, each operational requirement places different restrictions on the hydro 

system. Irrigation demands require that water be consistently drawn from Lake Roosevelt above Grand 

Coulee and pumped 280 ft to Banks Lake to provide irrigation for 640,000 acres of land.175 Flood control 

management states that the Grand Coulee dam be kept at lower levels in the lead up to the spring run-off, 

so that it can absorb the spring snowmelt in the May/June period. This function allows the federal dams to 

manage waterflows in the Columbia River and mitigate the risk of flooding to cities along its lower banks 

(including Portland). In the lead-up to the spring run-off, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers estimates the 

amount of storage needed to manage the snowpack. On average, the level of Lake Roosevelt is lowered to 

around 1,245 ft in the months leading up to May, from a peak of around 1,285 ft (the storage lake is 

considered full at 1290 ft and empty at 1,220 ft).176 The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, the operator of Grand 

Coulee, is required to comply with flood control measures in addition to court-ordered operations for the 

spring run-off. The average elevation of Lake Roosevelt throughout the year is shown in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28 

Lake Roosevelt (Grand Coulee Dam) Elevations177 

Elevation (feet) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
175 U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Grand Coulee Dam Operations. Available at http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf. 
176 Interview with Steve Kerns, January 26, 2018. 
177 U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Grand Coulee Dam Operations. Available at http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf. 

http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf
http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf
http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf
http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf
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Lake Roosevelt must be refilled for the 4th of July weekend at preferred levels of 1,285 to 1,287 ft178 

because the lake is important to the recreation and tourism economies of neighboring communities. 

 

For fish operations, spilling requirements begin on April 10 and continue through July and August through 

flow augmentation to help fish move downstream. Operations are heavily constrained during this time. The 

months of September and October also have minimum elevation requirements of 1,283 ft to protect 

resident fish, while in November and December specific flows are required to protect chum salmon. A 

more in-depth discussion of these complex fish requirements is available in the section on Endangered 

Species. Figure 29 below summarizes the interplay between these requirements for all months of the year.  

 
Figure 29 
Operational Purposes by Season179 
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The Columbia River Treaty 
 

The headwaters of the Columbia River are in south-central British Columbia from where the river flows 

500 miles before it reaches the border with the United States. Since 30% of the river’s streamflow originates 

in Canada,180 the United States and Canada implemented the Columbia River Treaty in 1964 to govern the use 

of water between the two countries both for flood control and power generation. To maximize power 

generation, it was determined that water should be stored higher up the river, on the Canadian side, which 

was largely undeveloped in the 1960s.  

 

The treaty stipulated the construction of three storage dams on the upper reaches of the river (Mica, 

Duncan, and Keenleyside) and that of the Libby Dam in Montana, included because its reservoir backs 42 

miles in Canada. These treaty projects more than doubled the storage capacity of the Columbia River 

basin181 and reduced the probability of floods and allowed operators greater flexibility to generate additional 

electricity. The benefits of incremental electricity, known as the "Canadian Entitlement," compensates 

Canada for half the power generated at U.S. hydropower dams from Canadian reservoir releases. This 

delivery ranges from 1,176 to 1,369 MW of capacity and 465 to 567 aMW of energy.182 

                                                           
178 U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Grand Coulee Dam Operations. Available at http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf. 
179 U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. 
180 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Seventh Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan, February 2016. 

http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf
http://wabc-afs.org/w/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/3_roache.pdf
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The treaty stipulates that either party may terminate some treaty provisions on or after 2024, with at least 10 

years' written notice. This is currently an open issue, since over the past several decades actual operations 

have diverged from the assumptions embedded in the calculation of the Canadian Entitlement. BPA’s power 

customers believe that the United States should pursue rebalancing the power benefits between the two 

countries to reflect the actual value of coordinated operations.183  

 

Clean Energy Policies 
 

Federal and state legislation aimed at promoting a transition to clean energy are having a range of impacts 

on electricity markets in the Western Interconnection. First, federal policies provide tax incentives for new 

investments in renewables, chiefly wind and solar power. Second, state renewable portfolio standards are 

mandating that utilities procure certain amounts of renewable energy by certain years. Together, these 

federal and state policies have been driving substantial investment in renewable energy in the western grid. 

Finally, carbon pricing schemes, such as California’s cap-and-trade scheme, impact market prices, changing 

the economics of different generation types as well as the economics of inter-regional sales. 

 

Federal Renewable Energy Incentives 
 

There are two federal tax incentives for renewable energy investments, the investment tax credit, and the 

production tax credit. 

 

The Investment Tax Credit (ITC) is an upfront tax credit which can be used against the capital expense 

associated with the construction of a renewable project.  Renewable projects that can use the credit include 

solar, wind and geothermal projects. Historically, the amount of the ITC for most project types was 30% of 

the capital expense of the project.184 This has now been revised down for all project types other than solar. 

The most recent amendment to the ITC was made in the December 2015 Consolidated Appropriations Act.185 

This included phase-outs of the ITC based on project type. The most recent values of the ITC by 

construction year and project type are shown in Figure 30 below.  

 

Figure 30 

Value of Investment Tax Credit by Construction Year (% of capital expense)186 
 

Technology 2017 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 
Future 
Years 

PV, Solar Water Heating, 
Solar Space Heating and 
Cooling, Solar Process 
Heat 

30% 30% 30% 30% 26% 22% 10% 10% 

Hybrid Solar Lighting, 
Fuel Cells, Small Wind 

30% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Geothermal Heat Pumps, 
Microturbines, Combined 
Heat and Power Systems 

10% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Geothermal Electric 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 

Large Wind 30% 24% 18% 12% N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

                                                           
183 Public Power Council, A Guide to Public Power in the Pacific Northwest for the Twenty-first Century, 2016. 
184 Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency, Business Energy Investment Tax Credit. Available at 
http://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program/detail/658. 
185 Ibid. 
186 Ibid. 

http://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program/detail/658
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The Production Tax Credit (PTC) can be used over time based on the amount of energy produced by a 

wind energy project. To use the PTC, the project must have elected not to utilize the ITC. As of January 

2017, the amount of the credit was $0.019/kWh for the first 10 years of project operation.187 Prior to 2017, 

the credit was valued at $0.023/kWh and was also available to solar, geothermal, and closed-loop biomass 

electricity generation. Under current legislation, the value of the credit will be reduced annually until 2019, 

after which it will be phased out for use by new projects. 

 

Renewable Portfolio Standards 
 

In addition to federal tax incentives for renewable energy developments, many states in the Western 

Interconnection support the scale-up of renewables through state-legislated renewable portfolio standards 

(RPS). Figure 31 below provides a summary of the renewable portfolio standards in the relevant western 

states. Note that large-scale, existing hydro assets, such as those overseen by BPA, are generally ineligible to 

be considered for meeting the requirements of the RPSs in each state. 

 

Figure 31 

State Renewable Portfolio Standards in the Pacific Northwest188 
 

California 

Established 2002 

Requirements 33% by 2020, 50% by 2030 

Applicable Sectors Investor-owned utilities, municipal utilities 

Oregon 

Established 2007 

Requirements 
25% by 2025, 50% by 2040 (large utilities) 

10% by 2025 (small utilities) 

Applicable Sectors Investor-owned utilities, municipal utilities, cooperative utilities, retail suppliers 

Details State’s two investor-owned utilities must phase out coal generation by 2035 

Washington 

Established 2006 

Requirements 15% by 2020 

Applicable Sectors Investor-owned utilities, municipal utilities, cooperative utilities 

Montana 

Established 2005 

Requirements 15% by 2015 

Applicable Sectors Investor-owned utilities, retail suppliers 

Idaho 

No renewable portfolio standard 

 

Carbon Pricing Policies 
 

California is currently the only state in the Western Interconnection with a carbon pricing scheme. The 

policy was initially enacted through the Global Warming Act of 2006 (AB 32), which authorized the 

California Air Resources Board to create a market-based mechanism to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

The act requires that the Board calculate the state’s greenhouse gas emissions level in 1990 and target a 

                                                           
187 U.S. Department of Energy, Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit. Available at 
https://energy.gov/savings/renewable-electricity-production-tax-credit-ptc.  
188 National Conference of State Legislatures, State Renewable Portfolio Standards and Goals. Available at 
http://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx#ca. 

https://energy.gov/savings/renewable-electricity-production-tax-credit-ptc
http://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx#ca
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reduction in emissions to below 1990 levels by 2020. The cap-and-trade scheme developed under the act 

went into effect in 2013. In 2016, Senate Bill 32 (SB 32) was passed, requiring California to reduce 

emissions to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. Since January 2013, a cap-and-trade program with decreasing 

emissions caps supports the target defined in the AB 32 rule and controls large sources of GHGs, including 

oil refineries, electricity power plants (including imported electricity), cement plants, and other industrial 

sources. More recently, in July 2017, California’s cap-and-trade program was extended through 2030 

(Assembly Bill 398).  

 

The aggressive emissions reductions targets passed by the California legislature translate the auctioning of 

fewer and fewer allowances under the cap-and-trade scheme. Notwithstanding other economic factors, this 

should increase the price of carbon emissions over time. The price of California carbon allowances has 

increased from around $12/Tonne CO2e in 2014, to above $15/Tonne CO2e as of early 2018.189 Figure 32 

below shows the evolution of historical carbon prices. We note that the price differential between 

California and the Northwest prices has increased since the adoption of the scheme. As discussed in the 

section Transmission Intertie Capacity, this material price differential results in BPA consistently selling energy 

in daily peak blocks to California, leading to north-to-south flows on the transmission interties. 

 

Figure 32 

California Historical Carbon Prices190 

$/Tonne CO2e 

 

 

The adoption of carbon pricing in the Pacific Northwest may result in higher prices in this region, more 

comparable to those seen in California. Oregon and Washington are in the process of creating state 

legislation that would lead to carbon price. Each of these states is taking a different approach. 

 

In Oregon, the discussion is largely around a cap-and-trade scheme, even if the current proposal failed to 

pass during the short 2018 session.191 A new proposal is likely to be submitted for passage during the longer 

legislative session in 2019 – the Oregon legislation sits for only 35 days in even-numbered years and 160 

days in 2019 (and all odd-numbered years).192 

                                                           
189 California Carbon Dashboard. Available at http://calcarbondash.org/.  
190 Ibid. 
191 Pete Danko, Portland Business Journal, “Oregon Cap-and-Trade Backers Eye 2019 After Failed Short-Session Bid”, 
March 2018. Available at https://www.bizjournals.com/portland/news/2018/03/03/oregon-cap-and-trade-backers-
eye-2019-after-failed.html. 
192 Oregon Legislature. Available at https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/Pages/session.aspx.  
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In the state of Washington, political discussions have been centered on the introduction of a carbon tax. 

There was an aggressive but ultimately unsuccessful attempt to pass a tax in this year’s legislative session, 

which concluded on March 8th, 2018. Governor Jay Inslee proposed a tax of $20 per metric ton beginning 

in mid-2019, which would increase at 3.5% annually.193 The push to pass legislation in the 2018 session was 

in part driven by a concurrent effort by a consortium of environmental groups to promote a ballot initiative 

that would create a tax. With the failure of the Washington senate to pass Inslee’s tax, focus will shift to the 

ballot initiative in November 2018. A similar initiative in November 2016 was rejected by a wide margin.194 

The Washington legislature sits for 60 days in even-numbered years and 105 days in odd-numbered ones.195 

 

Endangered Species 
 

The Northwest Power Act creates the broad requirement that the BPA Administrator use funds under various 

authorities at his/her command “to protect, mitigate, and enhance fish and wildlife to the extent affected 

by the development and operation of any hydroelectric project of the Columbia River and its tributaries.”196 

 

The 1973 Endangered Species Act (ESA) includes more stringent requirements relating to threatened species. 

The act states that “each Federal agency shall… insure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out… 

is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species…”197 

Given the nature of the assets of the FCRPS, fish species are the main type of animal affected. There are 13 

species of salmonids listed as either “threatened” or “endangered” under the ESA that are affected by the 

operations of the dams.198 The requirement not to jeopardize the continued existence of these species has 

been the basis of ongoing litigation against BPA by various environmental and other organizations. 

 

The administration of the ESA in this area is delegated to the National Marine Fisheries Service of the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (known as either NMFS or NOAA Fisheries).199 Under 

the act, NOAA Fisheries is compelled to assess and publish a written statement known as a biological 

opinion (BiOp) detailing how the relevant endangered species and their environment are impacted by the 

operations of the FCRPS. If operations are deemed to jeopardize endangered species, then NOAA 

Fisheries must put forward reasonable and prudent alternatives that appropriately mitigate the impacts such 

that the species is no longer put in jeopardy. 

 

This area has been the subject of continued litigation over the past two decades, with various parties suing 

NOAA Fisheries, arguing that it acted arbitrarily in making its biological opinions in certain years.200 Most 

recently, the 2014 BiOp has been remanded by United States District Judge, Michael H. Simon, stating that 

NOAA Fisheries had acted “arbitrarily and capriciously” in issuing this opinion. The court ordered that a 

new biological opinion be filed by March 1, 2018.201 The court opinion advised that a compliant biological 

opinion “may well require consideration of the reasonable alternative of breaching, bypassing, or removing 

one or more of the four Lower Snake River Dams (Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little Goose, Lower 

                                                           
193 Reid Wilson, “Washington Governor Proposes New Carbon Tax”, The Hill, January 2018. Available at 
http://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/368317-washington-governor-proposes-new-carbon-tax.  
194 Ibid. 
195 Washington Legislature. Available at http://leg.wa.gov/legislature/Pages/Overview.aspx.  
196 16 U.S. Code § 839b(h)(10). 
197 16 U.S. Code § 1536(a). 
198 National Indian Law Library, National Wildlife Federation v. National Marine Fisheries Service, Case No. 3:01-cv-00640-
SI. Available at https://www.narf.org/nill/bulletins/federal/documents/natn_wildlife_v_natn_marine_fisheries.html.  
199 Legal Information Institute. Available at https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/50/402.01.  
200 Ibid. 
201 Ibid. 

http://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/368317-washington-governor-proposes-new-carbon-tax
http://leg.wa.gov/legislature/Pages/Overview.aspx
https://www.narf.org/nill/bulletins/federal/documents/natn_wildlife_v_natn_marine_fisheries.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/50/402.01
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Granite).”202 While the dismantling of the Lower Snake River dams would require an act of Congress, this 

statement is indicative of the increasing focus on the environmental impact of BPA’s activities. 

 

The evolving legal situation could have material impacts on the operation of assets in the FCRPS. 

Mitigation measures already put forward in past biological opinions “require additional flows and spills at 

dams between mid-April and late August to aid fish migration.”203 These requirements “reduce the output 

of the Columbia and Snake river hydropower system by about 1,100 average megawatts.”204 Increasingly 

detailed requirements for mitigating impacts to fish populations reduce both the amount of power that can 

be produced by the FCRPS and the manner in which water can be used to produce energy. The latter of 

these two impacts is particularly important in the context of flexible generation, where BPA’s ability to vary 

the generation from its flexible assets over short time periods will directly impact the revenues it can 

achieve from these assets.  

  

                                                           
202 National Indian Law Library, National Wildlife Federation v. National Marine Fisheries Service, Case No. 3:01-cv-00640-
SI. Available at https://www.narf.org/nill/bulletins/federal/documents/natn_wildlife_v_natn_marine_fisheries.html. 
203 Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement, July 2016. Available at 
www.nwcouncil.org/history/PacificNorthwestCoordinationAgreement.  
204 Ibid. 

https://www.narf.org/nill/bulletins/federal/documents/natn_wildlife_v_natn_marine_fisheries.html
http://www.nwcouncil.org/history/PacificNorthwestCoordinationAgreement
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7. Recommendations 

 

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has unique opportunities in maximizing the value of its 

flexible hydroelectric resources that provide a large amount of cheap, reliable, and carbon-free electricity. 

This section provides recommendations for initiatives to pursue in the next 18-24 months that would 

improve Bonneville’s competitive position and help mitigate some of the trends that have contributed to 

increasing BPA rates relative to prevailing market prices. In particular, we have focused on market design 

improvements that can have revenue enhancing potential in the context of BPA’s operational constraints. 

 

Acknowledging the complex regulatory circumstances faced by BPA, we categorize the proposed solutions 

into two categories based on the type of constraint they address: policy & market design constraints and 

technical constraints. Addressing both limiting factors has the potential to support system operations and 

provide economic benefits to both the Pacific Northwest and California.   

 

Our recommendations include: 

 

Addressing Policy and Market Design Constraints 

▪ Progress the development of appropriate flexibility products with the California Independent System 

Operator (CAISO) 

▪ Join the Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) 

▪ Promote scheduling harmonization 

▪ Carbon pricing in the Pacific Northwest 

 

Addressing BPA-Specific Technical Constraints 

▪ Appraise and improve the flexibility of BPA’s flexible hydro assets 

▪ Rationalize legacy transmission contracts 

▪ Gain clarity on actual constraints posed by statutory obligations 

▪ Optimize inventory on an intertemporal basis 

 

We assessed these options against the criteria of potential revenue enhancement, cost reduction, emissions 

reduction, and political feasibility. The first two criteria are relevant to ensure BPA’s continued financial 

sustainability and power rates advantage regardless of market developments or fluctuations. The third 

criterion related to emissions reduction is important in the context of BPA’s mission of environmental 

stewardship and its regional location. Pacific Northwest states, particularly Washington and Oregon, have 

the lowest carbon intensity of the energy supply,205 while California, the largest energy importer in the 

West, has the most aggressive emissions-reduction regulations affecting the power sector. Lastly, political 

feasibility is crucial in evaluating the ability to execute our recommendations. Figure 33 below summarizes 

our recommendations and their impact according to the four criteria described above. The proposed 

actions are then further elaborated in the remainder of this section. 

 

Our recommendations attempt to balance BPA’s existing contractual arrangements and operational norms 

with a shift to a system that employs the principles of security-constrained economic electricity dispatch to 

                                                           
205 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Energy-Related Carbon Dioxide Emissions by State, January 2018. 
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maximize cost efficiency. In light of this, we view the pursuit of new pricing mechanisms to incentivize 

flexibility as the most compelling option for BPA in the near-term, given its strong revenue enhancement 

potential and BPA’s ability to actively participate in this process. 

 

As a long-term solution, joining the Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) under an independent 

governance structure would give BPA the flexibility to balance real-time customer demands using least-cost 

resources from the bulk power trading market, as well as lead to enhanced utilization of BPA’s transmission 

infrastructure. While the benefits associated with BPA joining the EIM would be limited by the fact that 

only a small portion of total system transactions are made in real-time, such a move would represent a 

positive step towards a system which utilizes security-constrained economic dispatch (SCED) to maximize 

the efficiency of the transmission network.  

 

Figure 33 
Assessing Recommendations 

 CRITERIA 

 Revenue 
Enhancement 

Cost 
Reduction 

Emissions 
Reduction 

Political  
Feasibility 

POLICY & MARKET DESIGN 

New Flexibility Products with CAISO High N/A Medium High 

Join the EIM High High High 
Contingent on 

governance 

Scheduling Harmonization Medium N/A N/A Low 

Carbon Pricing in the Northwest High N/A High 
State initiatives in 

progress 

TECHNICAL 

Appraise and Improve Flexibility of 
BPA’s Assets 

Contingent on 
finding markets 

Low N/A High 

Rationalize Legacy Transmission 
Contracts 

Medium 
Could delay new 
trans. investment 

N/A Low 

Gain Clarity on Statutory Obligations N/A Low N/A High 

Optimize Inventory High High High Medium 

 
 

Addressing Policy and Market Design Constraints 

 

Progress the Development of Appropriate Flexibility Products with CAISO 

One of the products BPA is authorized to sell, surplus peaking capacity, could potentially meet several of 

California’s resource adequacy needs and help integrate renewables with energy produced by primarily 

hydroelectric resources that have no or minimal carbon emissions. BPA should work with CAISO to 

develop products to compensate flexible generators for the provision of flexible balancing services, given 

their benefits to a system with high renewable energy penetration. These flexibility products should be 

based on a standard definition of flexibility. While there are ISO stakeholders that believe that separate 

products to address flexibility needs are not necessary in a market-based structure with correct price 

discovery mechanisms, the CAISO flexibility products are currently the most advanced proposals in 

addressing existing market gaps. 
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Among existing initiatives, both the Flexible Resource Adequacy Criteria Must Offer Obligation (FRACMOO) and 

CAISO’s day-ahead imbalance reserve products (described in greater detail under the section on The 

Economics of Inter-Regional Sales) could offer incremental revenue to BPA by providing more certainty of 

revenues. Each has its own merits and challenges. It is yet unknown whether the clearing price for flexible 

resources in either FRACMOO or the day-ahead imbalance reserve markets will be sufficient to 

compensate BPA to refrain from making energy-only sales to California under block contracts. Current 

market dynamics between the Northwest and California lead BPA to prefer energy sales over flexible 

capacity sales. Without sufficient price signals, BPA is not incentivized to “hold out” assets for potential 

future use. Such a compensation mechanism is necessary to ensure that BPA can provide the up-ramping 

flexibility required during the “neck-of-the-duck” without clogging transmission capacity. The greatest 

constraint to meeting California’s ramping needs in real-time is the high amount of existing energy flows on 

interties that are contracted through longer-duration energy sales. 

 

The FRACMOO proposal, which has been on the table for over two years, has the potential to provide 

longer-term revenues to flexible resource owners, since the ISO proposed that 100% of the monthly needs 

be procured for year-ahead showings. However, this longer-term commitment restricts the ability of the 

resource owner to utilize that resource for short-term energy sales. While generators can sell energy in real-

time if dispatched (they have a must-offer obligation) participating in FRACMOO would preclude them 

from selling day-ahead block contracts, for instance. Moreover, longer-term commitments may be 

unpalatable to BPA given the organization’s public and regional preference requirements (see sub-section 

on Public and Regional Preference). If BPA is able to commit qualifying resources under FRACMOO, it may 

only be able to do so by including a call-back provision that would allow BPA to call the back the energy to 

the Northwest to serve certain statutory obligations that require it to prioritize regional power needs. Such a 

provision may be unacceptable to CAISO. 

 

The proposal to introduce a day-ahead imbalance reserve product has the benefit of departing from the 

typical resource adequacy approach. This will likely free BPA from restrictive statutory obligations, as no 

commitment would be required more than one day ahead. However, the timing mismatch between the 

bilateral Northwest markets and the CAISO day-ahead market could reduce the attractiveness of the 

product to BPA. With Northwest markets transacting prior to CAISO, BPA may have an incentive to take 

the sure offer of an energy sale in the Northwest rather than hold out to participate in a day-ahead 

imbalance reserve auction. 

 

Despite challenges, both policies would provide significant revenue enhancement opportunities in the near-

term, as they provide more options for BPA to generate value from flexible resources, given existing 

market needs. More efficient use of hydroelectric resources to cover ramping needs in California could also 

offset carbon emissions generated by cycling of fossil-fired resources that are also used to meet flexibility 

needs. In terms of the last criterion emphasized in this analysis, political feasibility, it is our understanding 

that BPA has been an active participant in the conversation with CAISO and shaping the attributes of such 

future products. In making this recommendation we assumed full support from BPA’s constituents moving 

forward, provided that existing statutory considerations continue to be fulfilled. 

 

Join the Energy Imbalance Market 

BPA’s participation in the Western Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) has the potential to unlock additional 

energy sales and to materially increase the utilization of the BPA transmission system. Increased 

transmission efficiency could create capacity for BPA to make further energy sales or to provide 

transmission services to other market participants. These benefits are best facilitated in the context of 
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increasing grid regionalization that includes conducting commitment, dispatch, and planning over a larger 

geographic area. 

 

An internal BPA analysis estimates that participation in the EIM would create $20 million in additional 

energy sales annually, more than three times the annual costs associated with participation. These results 

were based on an estimated 900 MW of average uncontracted flexible resource at the disposal of BPA, with 

500 MW available for real-time dispatch (the remaining 400 MW allocated to resource 

adequacy/balancing).206 The available amount was assumed to be incrementally dispatched when intra-hour 

prices were above daily median prices and decrementally dispatched when below daily median prices. Figure 

34 shows this simulation over the 288 five-minute intervals for a given day. The analysis was undertaken at 

a system level and did not consider localized transmission congestion. We understand 500 MW of available 

flexible capacity to be a highly conservative figure as it is based on BPA’s internal planning, which assumes 

worst case 1937 critical water conditions. The average flexible capacity that is available in any given year is 

likely to be substantially higher. Therefore, actual sales may have been understated using this methodology.  

 

Figure 34 

Hourly System Generation and Intra-Hour EIM Dispatch – BPA Internal Analysis207 

aMW 

 
 
 

EIM participation will also lead to substantial benefits from the increased utilization of the BPA 

transmission network. As per the April 2017 Coordinated Transmission Agreement, participants in the EIM will 

make excess transmission capacity available for real-time sales between EIM participants. Enhanced 

coordination, improved visibility, and better management of EIM flows on the Bonneville transmission 

system could create increased scope for BPA power sales or for BPA to provide transmission services for 

other EIM participants. Because of the existing “contract path” style operation of the BPA transmission 

system, it is difficult to assess the potential benefit from moving to a real-time security-constrained dispatch 

such as through the EIM. Therefore, BPA has not quantified the potential benefits from increased 

transmission efficiency if participating in the EIM. 

 

By freeing up additional transmission capacity, EIM participation could lead to additional inter-regional 

sales. While the purpose of the EIM is to alleviate discrepancies between day-ahead and real-time energy 

sales, the transmission utilization benefits could also allow BPA to profit from inter-regional discrepancies 

                                                           
206 Bonneville Power Administration, Intra-Hour Dispatch Benefit Analysis, February 2018. 
207 Ibid. 
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by selling additional energy to customers outside the BPA balancing authority area. The most promising 

market is California, given the higher prevailing prices there. Due to the inability to schedule energy flows 

in increments smaller than one hour on the DC intertie, real-time sales to California could only be made 

using the California-Oregon Intertie (COI). Increased utilization of this transmission intertie could lead to 

further revenue upside for BPA, with additional sales crystallizing at (higher) California prices.  

 

EIM participation will also unlock other more qualitative benefits relating to reliability and outage 

coordination. Presently, Bonneville relies upon the best available information to manage flows on its 

transmission system and to calculate curtailments. This means Bonneville is forced to make conservative 

assumptions about the effectiveness of a given transmission schedule curtailment. This, in turn, increases 

the amount of curtailment required to ensure reliable transmission service. Increased cooperation under the 

Coordinated Transmission Agreement and from BPA’s joining the EIM will give BPA access to CAISO 

dispatcher tools and improved network modeling. This presents the CAISO and Bonneville with the 

opportunity to provide relief using a dependable and efficient redispatch which can lessen curtailments and 

outages for all of Bonneville’s customers.  

 

While participation in the real-time EIM is justified on a standalone financial basis for BPA, the cascading 

benefits in terms of transmission efficiency, network planning, and increased reliability for customers across 

the region are substantial. This option therefore has high revenue enhancing and cost reduction potential, 

as well as significant emission reduction benefits due to increased overall system efficiency. The outstanding 

political consideration is whether EIM governance can be made independent from the California 

legislature, which may be a concern for BPA’s constituents. 

 

Promote Scheduling Harmonization 

To the extent that BPA can promote the harmonization of scheduling between the Pacific Northwest and 

California, this should be pursued to minimize uncertainty and streamline energy trading processes across 

the region. The timing mismatch of transactions occurring in the Northwest and CAISO markets reduces 

visibility for traders seeking to maximize profits. Bilateral trades for energy sales in the Northwest are made 

in the few hours from 5:30am Pacific time, while CAISO bids are not submitted until 10am, with award 

notifications around 1pm. For a risk-averse organization, a certain transaction in the earlier (bilateral 

Northwest) market may be preferable to an expectation of a comparable (but uncertain) transaction in the 

CAISO-operated market. This could lead to BPA favoring the Northwest for energy sales and reducing the 

potential for transactions with CAISO.  

 

By improving market visibility, this initiative has revenue enhancing potential, however, it is unclear 

whether it is feasible to overhaul trading processes across an entire region in the absence of a large-scale 

cooperation agreement between all parties involved. 

 

Carbon Pricing in the Northwest 

Carbon pricing in the Northwest (whether through a trading scheme or tax) has the potential to 

substantially increase the value of both energy and flexibility provided by the Federal Columbia River 

Power System. Such mechanisms would put upward pressure on electricity prices within the jurisdiction 

where the price is enacted. Any increase in prices would have direct and substantial revenue effects for 

BPA, given the emissions-free nature of BPA’s assets. In addition to the effects on revenues relating to 

energy sales, an increase in electricity prices in the Northwest would reduce the general incentive for 

exports of energy from the Northwest to California. This would relieve congestion on the transmission 

interties, thus reducing the cost associated with reserving transmission capacity to provide flexibility 

services across the intertie. 
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While its status as a federal agency prohibits BPA from directly advocating for state policies, the state 

legislatures of Oregon and Washington are both currently in the process of developing carbon pricing 

mechanisms. Given broad-based political support for these initiatives, the likely implementation of carbon 

policies would satisfy both the revenue enhancement and emissions reduction criteria relevant to BPA. 

 

 

Addressing BPA-specific Technical Constraints 
 

Appraise and Improve the Flexibility of BPA’s Flexible Hydro Assets 

Given the operational complexity of the Federal Columbia River Power System, BPA should evaluate all 

elements and processes of the operation of the “Big 10” dams that relate to the ability of these dams to 

promptly ramp generation up or down. To be able to provide flexibility, either in a real-time EIM, or 

through another flexibility market mechanism, BPA must be able to operate its assets in a flexible manner. 

This is made challenging by the fact that many of the dams are well over 50 years old and were not 

designed to operate in this way. By statute, power generation plays a secondary role in the operations of the 

dams. Furthermore, the organizational design of the system, with the dams being operated by the U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, creates additional challenges. This analysis 

should include an appraisal of the physical assets as well as of the organizational processes involved in 

scheduling and dispatch. Where issues are identified, BPA should undertake individual analyses to assess 

whether updated organizational processes or investments are justified. 

 

Contingent on BPA being able to participate in markets that value the flexibility of its assets, a 

comprehensive initiative to improve flexibility could have substantial revenue enhancing and cost reduction 

impacts. Moreover, given that more efficient operations would benefit all BPA’s stakeholders, this initiative 

would also be political feasible. At the same time, this flexibility reassessment will have to be balanced 

against the conservative aspects of BPA’s operations planning to ascertain that BPA will be able to 

continue to meet statutory obligations. 

 

Rationalize Legacy Transmission Contracts 

BPA should seek to rationalize legacy transmission contracts and arrangements which restrict the 

optimization of transmission operations. The signing of the Coordinated Transmission Agreement is an 

important step in this process, as it documents the ability of EIM participants to use their transmission 

rights on the BPA system for real-time sales. Even more substantial benefits could be obtained from 

freeing up transmission capacity for use in day-ahead scheduling, so that it may be used to make 

incremental energy sales or to provide transmission wheeling on the BPA system. 

 

A key area of focus in this area which is specifically related to the provision of flexibility services includes 

rationalizing contracts relating to the transmission interties. Reduced congestion on the interties could 

provide opportunities for valuable sales in the context of material price differentials and the potential 

introduction of flexibility mechanisms by CAISO. 

 

This recommendation offers revenue enhancing opportunities and could lead to cost reduction if more 

efficient use of transmission obviates the need for incremental transmission investment. However, given 

the historical context of transmission ownership in the Pacific Northwest, political support for drastic 

changes to legacy transmission agreements is low. 
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Gain Clarity on Actual Constraints Posed by Statutory Obligations 

BPA should seek legal clarity on what constitutes preference and how this can be maintained as increasing 

quantities of energy are sold to customers outside of the Pacific Northwest. BPA’s public and regional 

preference requirements have existed since they were enacted in 1937 and 1964 respectively. They provide a 

unique benefit to electricity customers in the Northwest region. Nevertheless, they pose an impediment to 

increasing the sale of energy to customers outside of the region. Under the regional preference requirement, 

only “surplus energy” can be sold to customers outside the Pacific Northwest. We find that it becomes 

harder to classify energy sold as “surplus” as the gap between the commitment or scheduling decision of 

resources and actual dispatch increases. 

 

This classification becomes particularly relevant in the context of BPA’s assessing potential involvement in 

real-time versus day-ahead versus longer-term resource adequacy commitment markets. One approach to 

upholding BPA’s statutory obligation is to include a “call-back” provision in the sale of energy or any other 

service to a non-preference customer. However, such a provision may be unacceptable to CAISO, who is 

seeking to ensure sufficient flexible resources are available for its own system needs. 

 

A relevant precedent would be the decision-making process for Upper Great Plains Region, one of four 

regions of the Western Area Power Administration, another federal power marketing administration 

adjacent to BPA, that facilitated the region joining the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) in October 2015. While 

statutory considerations might not be identical, this would still be an informative comparison.  

 

Optimize Inventory Between PNW and California on Intertemporal Basis 

In the context of increasingly volatile electricity prices, BPA should make undertakings to optimize its 

inventory of water supply to take advantage of forecastable fluctuations in electricity prices. We note that 

this is by no means a simple task. The operations of the Federal Columbia River Power System are 

restricted in no minor way by statutory requirements relating to irrigation, flood risk management, 

recreational use, and environmental flows. Any intertemporal optimization of the system must operate 

within these constraints as well as prevailing water conditions. BPA also must enact such an optimization 

strategy through the managers of the federal dams, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, and the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers. 

 

Despite all these challenges, scope does exist to withhold water flows during certain hours or days and to 

store energy to be used in electricity generation at times where relatively higher prices are expected. This 

will require an analysis of the recurrent interactions of water flow seasonality with seasonal statutory 

requirements, compared with seasonal electricity price trends. Where areas for generation optimizations are 

identified, BPA will need to develop the organizational processes to be able to operate its assets flexibly and 

to execute on this strategy. 

 

This initiative could have high revenue enhancing and cost reduction implications by allowing BPA to make 

more efficient economic use of limited water resources. Moreover, it could lead to decreased emissions if 

hydropower is used more effectively in the regional power system. Lastly, by not requiring any changes to 

existing water use clauses in the Federal Columbia River Power System, this recommendation is not likely 

to meet significant political opposition. 
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List of Abbreviations 

 

AB – Assembly Bill 
LADWP – Los Angeles Department of Water and 
Power 

AC – Alternating Current LSE – Load Serving Entity 

BiOp – Biological Opinion Mid-C – Mid-Columbia 

BPA – Bonneville Power Administration 
NERC – North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation 

CAISO – California Independent System Operator NMFS – National Marine Fisheries Service 

CCA – Community Choice Aggregator 
NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

COI – California-Oregon Intertie NREL – National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

COTP – California-Oregon Transmission Project NWPP – Northwest Power Pool 

CPUC – California Public Utility Commission 
NWPCC – Northwest Power and Conservation 
Council 

CTA – Coordinated Transmission Agreement PACI – Pacific AC Intertie 

DA – Day-Ahead PDCI – Pacific DC Intertie 

DC – Direct Current PNW – Pacific Northwest 

DTC – Dynamic Transfer Capability POU – Public-Owned Utility 

EIM – Energy Imbalance Market PTC – Production Tax Credit 

ESA – Endangered Species Act PTO – Participating Transmission Authority 

FCRPS – Federal Columbia River Power System PUD – Public Utility District 

FERC – Federal Energy Regulatory Commission RA – Resource Adequacy 

FELCC – Firm Energy Load Carrying Capacity RPS – Renewable Portfolio Standard 

FRACMOO – Flexible Resource Adequacy Criteria 
Must Offer Obligation 

RTO – Regional Transmission Operator 

FWS – U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service SB – Senate Bill 

HLH – Heavy Load Hours SCED – Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch 

IBEW – International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers 

SPP – Southwest Power Pool 

ICE – Intercontinental Exchange TANC – Transmission Agency of Northern California 

IOU – Investor-Owned Utility TTC – Total Transfer Capability 

ISO – Independent System Operator WAPA – Western Area Power Administration 

ITC – Investment Tax Credit WECC – Western Electricity Coordinating Council 

LHL – Light Load Hours WSPP – Western Systems Power Pool 

 


